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Franzese
headed for
arts council

Health fee hike
in the making

by Jayne Day

Future news

by Dana Menk

Future news

·Paul Franzese, the program
director and activities
counselor for the Student
Center who was instrumental
in the creation of the the Programs and Activity Council,
has announced his _re_signation effective March 22.
Franzese will leave UCF to
direct marketing and promotions for the Council of Arts
and Sciences. The job, according to Franzese, just came
up, as he had no intentions of
vacating his UCF position.
·The private non-profit council
works in association with
other local art and science
oriented programs to promote
involvement in the Central
Florida area.
During his five-and-a-half
years with UCF, Franzese
lilade . cont~ibutions t o t he
development of student activities. Three years <3:go, in
conjunction with / a small
group of students, Franzese
helped establish PAC.
Franzese said be is pleased
with the progress the
organization has made encouraging a larger percentage
of the student body to become
involved in organized student
functions.
Franze~e also made ·efforts
in other areas to bro~den the
facilities and programs
available for student extracurricular activities. His
main accomplishments involved setting up a mass
retreat for all campus groups,
personal
development
seminars and groundwork for
the proposed Student Center
expansion.
Although reluctant to give
up position, Franzese believes
that new blood may be
beneficial to PAC and the SC.
Franzese, page 3
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One of the loneliest spots on campus after 9 p.m.- the
sidewalk by the reflection pool.

The health fee-set ting committee, which met for the first
time last Friday, could recommend to increase the 1984-85
health fee to as much as $72 a
year in order to meet the
$895,000 budget requested by
the Student Health Center.
Alan Johnson, business
manager for the Heal th
Centei:, told the committee it
can recommend any amount
but only three options would
raise enough money. They
are:
•$24 for all three
semesters,
• $25 for the fall and spring
and $19 for the summer, or
• $26 for the fall and spring
and $1 7 for the summer.
The committee should
make its recommendation by
March 20 when the Board of
Regents will meet, according
to student body Vice President Stan Halbert who
chaired t he meeting.
The recommendation will
be given t o the BOR by UCF
President Trevor .Colbourn,
but the board will have the
final decision. Dr. C.W.
Brown, dean of students, said

Colbourn had the option of
setting a flat fee but he is
allowing for a committee
recommendation.
The committee reviewed
t he previous budgets of the
Health Center and looked at
what other revenue is
available beside the stuaerit
health fee.
Johnson said the center will
only get about $84,500 in outside revenue so the health fee
would have to make up the remaining $811,000 requested.
He said · the other revenue
comes from the sale of
prescription medicine, any
X-ray or lab work over $25 a
student and from interest
earned on the budgeted
money.
How ever, he said the center
will not be earning as much in
Interest this year as it did last
year. He said short term loans
are being made to other
departments in t he university
instead of investing t he
money. At one time t he center
loaned $27 5,000 to the
athletic department, free of
interest, Johnson said.
Johnson told the committee
the center is requesting more
Fee,

Future news

Beginning this weekend,
members of several UCF
clubs and organizations will
start repairing the Student
Government Kiosk.
According to student Sen.
Stuart James, chairman of
the Activity and Service Fee
Committee, the kio k has
been in n ed of repair for

9

Rash of assaults worry police
by Elizabet.I\, Perkins
Future news

Two sexual assaults in two
weeks, along with several incidents on the exercise trail,
have police worried about a
rise in crime on campus.
There was one.reported sexual battery and one attempted sexual battery in the UCF
dorms on Jan. 28 and Feb. 4.
The incident on the 28t~ involving the attempted sexual
battery, occured somewhere
around 2 a.m. and was not
reported until 7 p.m. Univer-

sity Police said the victim
was an acquaintance of the attacker and was invited into
the dorm. The man was a
UCF student and no charges
were pressed. Police learned
of the incident from staff
members at the Student
Health Center where the victim went after the attack.
One week later, there was a
reported sexual battery that
was reported at about 8 p.m.
The attacker was, also an acquaintance of the victim and
was admitted into her dorm.
After the the two watched

television for about an hour
Even so, Police Lt. J fimes
he attacked her. The man was Green said that "UCF has
not a UCF student. The man been extremely lucky conwas arrested but the charges sidering the open door policy
were later dropped according in the dorms.'" 1
to UCF Crime Prevention
·Culton said in cases where
Coordinator Karen Culton.
the victim knows the attacker
These incidents, along with . and subsequently lets him in,
other attacks that have occur- stepping up security would
red on the exercise trail, are not have changed the situastaining a strong safety tion because they were acrecord on campus. Last year quaintances.
UCF had the lowest crime
"It's hard to predict sturate out of the mne state dent action, '' she said.
universities. This year Culton
Green attributes the insaid · that UCF is fourth or
Assaults, page 11
fifth.

Decrepit kiosk gets face-lift
by Valerie Wardell

pag~

quite some time. He said t he
s tru c tu re is o l d and
weathered.
James introduced a bill requesting funds for the repairs
Oct. 4, 1983. The senate approved the bill Dec. 6.
James said materials for
the repairs should cost about
$900 . Various campus clubs
and organizations have
agreed to supply the labor as
a community .service project.

Rep&irs on the kiosk will
take two to three weeks to
complete. Workers will
replace the wooden po!:its and
bulletin boards. The plywood
walls will be torn down and
masonite will be put up instead. The kiosk will also get
a new coat of paint.
Repai r s will be d on e
gradually so the kiosk will remain open during t he renovation.
Wea thered kiosk will get new look thls

week~nd.

Page 2

/ A look at
people, places
, and events
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News beat
Survey to be given SOC students
The South Orlando Campus will have a student survey on
several issues related to the area center March 5-8, from 6 to 9
p.m., in room 207. The issues to be voted on will be a question
on SOC student .s upport for the athletic fee, proposing a new
charter for the SOC student government and a proposal to give
the university $5,000 to help fund summer term classes at the
area center. All of the votes will be noribinding.

SAS offers tax help to students
Students needing assistance with their income tax· return
may go to the first floor lobby of the Adminis't ration Building
now through April 4 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The Student Accounting Society and Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring a Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance program. For more information call
Rolando Reyes at 275-2463.

Seminar to focus on family changes
Changes in the American family will be discussed at a
seminar Monday at 7 p.m. at the UCF Brevard campus. Dr.
Charles Unkovic, UCF professor of sociology, will moderate
the seminar, which will be presented by his Social Institutions
class. Speakers will address topics such as changing values,
jobs for welfare mothers, alcoholism, juvenile delinquency and
violence in families. For more information call Kathy Mee at
the
Brevard
campus
at
632-4127.

~ Two-day

blood drive coming up

What's on ttle tube?

Students could soon have access to the holding files of other state university libraries. DirecThe UCF spring semester blood drive will be March 20 and
tor Anne Marie Allison said Wednesday that the Board of Regents has set aside $4 million to
21 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Central Florida Blood Bank's
connect the universities' computer bibliographical/holding systems. She said smaller
mobile unit will be parked by the Kiosk to take blood from
"clu~ters" of schools would be connected first with all nine universities interfacing lat~r.
donors. Blood is available to all students, faculty, staff and
their immediate families by contacting the UCF Health
Center.

Freeze movement film to be shown

Peogle in the news

The film No Place to Hide will be shown Monday at 8 p.m. in
A UCF _biology professor is St. Cloud Outdoor - Art Eubank, Sabin.a Micarelli and
HFA 129. Martin Sheen narrates the film which depicts a child · one of 22 artists selected for Festival.
James Higgins were joined by
growing up during the Cold War under the threat of nuclear the Iowa Watercolor Society
e e e
Barbara Morrell and Patricia
war. Afterward, Bruce Gagnon, coordinator of the Florida Annual Traveling Show.
Four faculty members from Cornell of the Florida · SymNuclear Freeze Campaign, will discuss the rise of the peace James Koevenig's works will UCF's music department phony Orchestra. The group
movement in Florida and where it is headed. The event is spon- be shown in museums were featured reqmtly at a gave a series of lectures and
sored ·by the Progressive Alliance.
'
throughout Iowa this spring two-day program held for six miniconcerts about the study
and summer. He also won elementary schools in Lake and performance of stringed
Best of Show recently in the Wales. Gary Wolf, Lee instruments.
The Black Studept Union is currently accepting applications
for 1984-85 executive positions of president, vice president I'.
vice president II and Miss BSU. Declaration of candidacy
editorials offer "a little diverforms will be accepted through March 8.
sity," has MSU's Russian
Applicants for president must have been a BSU member for
Club translate them for use
at least one year and have at least a 2.2 UCF grade point
on the papeF' s opinion pages.
average. Vice presidential and Miss BSU candidates must be a
BSU member and have at least a 2.0 UCF grade point average.
For more information call the BSU offices at 275-2285 or
Internal Revenue Service
275-2450.
audits grad students-There
Fraternities abolished at has been an unusual number
USF health fee may jump
Amherst-After conducting a .. of audits conducted by the $8-When stu~ents register
A series of lectures, discussions and miniconcerts about 16th five-month study of the eight IRS at the University of Min- next fall at .the University of
centu~y reformer Martin Luther will be · held Monday and coed fraternities at Amherst nesota. In . question are South Florida, they may be
Thursday at 8 p.m. Monday's program will be held in the Stu- College, the board of trustees graduate . students who paying a $33 health fee. The
dent Center Auditorium and will feature speakers who will of the school has decided to thought their stipends ·were fee is currently $25. USF's
discuss Luther's emphasis on grace in the church along with abolish them. Citing a rash of tax-exempt. The students are Supercommittee has recomthe role Luther's wife, Katarine von Bora, played in the Refor- pranks and rowdiness, the now paying thousands of mended a $6 increase for stumation. The series will continue Thursday night in the Univer- board said, "The quality of dollars in back taxes. UM law· d.e nt health care and $2 for
sity Theater when a historical analysis of the church in Ger- the social and residential life instructor Kathryn Sedo capital improvements on the
many during the rise of Hitler will be presented. On both even- at the college has become in- believes. the IRS may be us- school's health center. The
ings, members of the UCF music department will present .adequate to the needs of the ing Minnesota as a testing committee will forward its
selections of music from the Reformation. The event is spon- college and its students." ·ground with scrutiny of other recommendations to USF
President John Lott Brown
sored by the United Campus Ministry and the Department of Forty-two percent of schools coming later.
Amherst's
students
belong
to
r------------------------Humanities, Philosophy and Religion.
·
fraternities. Seven students
went on a hunger strike to try
woman's correct name is
•The Future incorrectChanges have been made in physics courses offered for the to save their fraternities but
. ly reported in the Feb. 1O Iva Kitchell.
summer semester. PHY 2051 is scheduled for the A term, not discontinued their fast when
eThe :veb. 24· issue's
issue that the protest ralthe C term as listed in the summer catalog. Lecture section 01 the board agreed to meet with
news
commentary,
ly again~t the proposed
is Monday, Wednesday and Friday 8 to 9:50 a.m. Lab section them. (From Th°e Orlando Sen"Sena.te resorts to 'comathletic fee on the Stu11 is Monday, Wednesday and Friday 10 to 11:50 a.m. During tinel)
munist' tactics," the
dent Center green was
the C term PHY 2041 is scheduled 4 to 6 p.m. Monday and
Future incorrectly said
sponsored by the Society
Wednesday and 4 to 5 p.m. Friday. PHY 2041L sections 11, Student newspaper takes
student Sen. Dana Clary
of Concerned Stude~ts .
12, 13 and 14 are scheduled repectively at 3 to 6 p.m. Tuesday, flack for publishing · "Red"
was one of the senators
The rally was sponsored
who participated in the
9 to 11:50 a.m. Thursday, 2 to 4 p.m. Thursday and 10 a.m. to editorials-Edi tor Joe Mielke
by a group of students
12:50 p.m. Friday. PHY 3421 is scheduled 1 to 2 p.m. Monday of
.secret ballot and did not
but not the society.
Michigan
State
and Wednesday and 1 to 3 p.m. Friday. Lab sections 11, 12, 13 University's The State News
sign her .vote. She was not
•The Feb. 17 issue of
and 14 are scheduled respectively at 3 to 5:50 p.m. Monday, has been criticized for runnpresent
for the vote.
the Future said a scholarTuesday, Thursday and Friday. PSC 1512 is scheduled noon to ing editorials from the Soviet
Future
regrets the
The
ship was established to
1:50 p.m. Tuesday and noon to 12:50 p.m. Wednesday and publications Pravda and
errors.
honor Iva Stokely. The
Thursday.
Izvestia. Mielke, who says the

BSU taking candidate applications

Campus close-up

.•.•

Impact of Martin Luther discussed

Correction

Summer physics schedule revised

•••

,
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Football star gives .tips on business success
by Elizabeth Perkins
Future news

Willie Davis, former pro
football player turned
businessman, spoke to a
group of UCF students about
"Taking It to the Limit"
Wednesday. Davis, who
played 10 years with the

Green Bay Packers, is the
owner of the California-based
Willie Davis Distributing
Company, which distributes
Schlitz beer.
Besides owning four radio
stations across the country,
he is also on the Board of
Directors of several major
U.S. corporations including

Willie Davis tells crowd how to take it to the limit. ,

Mattel, MGM Entertainment commitment as the single Lecturer" series. Davis also
and Cons.olidated Foods.
most important element of was elected National
Davis spoke about his success.
Asssociation for the Advancephilosophy of success and
" Of all the things I've done ment of Colored People Man
how it influenced him in his in my life, the greatest is that of the Year in 1978 and is a
transition from the sports a long time ago, I made a per- director of the 1984 U.S.
arena to the business arena. sonal commitment to improve Olympic Committee.
He said the basic pri.niciples my life. Personal commitment
of success and winning in the will get you through more
page 1
business world are similar to things than you can
those in the sports world.
imagine;' ' he said.
He said he feels good about
Habits also play an imporwhat he has accomplished.
"Personal commitment,
tant part in the success proHis predictions fqr the
pride and motivation" are all
cess he said, because good or
future of his organization are
important, he said. "Good
bad habits soon become the
positive. According to
planning, proper timing and
natural things to do.
Fl"anzese, UCF students seem
establishj.ng good habits are
"We can develop good to be aware of campus clubs
often the difference between
success ·and failure,'' Davis habits and if good habits and programs in cycles.
said. Loyalty, he added, is.the become good results we have Primarily there is an upswing
formed the basis for a good of eager students early in the
cornersto~e of success.
semester, hut as new responDavis also described what life,'' Davis said.
Davis credits today's suc- sibilities of college life befall
he thought were the most important qualities in successful cessful businesses with a them, a natural drop-off ocpolicy which he call~. "a·g- c.urs, he says. · Franzese
people.
gressive maintenance." He forsees an increase in student
"They must have intensity explains, ''Being aggressiye involvement, however, and he
and the ability to create it, is a se.nse of pursuit of a goal. thinks as PAC is able to
consistency, courage and It's exercising the pressure, strengthen itself it will give
strength to make things hap- this pressure tends to make UCF a more quality atpen. Winners are people who things happen. Our system as mosphere.
·have things pre-planned, it is, clearly rewards the
kn.ow where they're going, doers. If you start to slide or ·
~:l how they are going 'to get become passive, then · our
system tends to ignore you,''
~there, have focus and know
0
Davis said .
.gi their objective," he said.
~ He said that "Taking It to
After the lecture, Davis
~ the Limit" addresses the ambition and energy needed to was p'r esented with a plaque
overcome obstacles. ''It is from the Department of
hanging on during the tough Business Administration in
appreciation for his participa· times,'' Davis said.
Davis speaks of personal tion in ·the "Distinguished

F ranzese-from

ATHLETIC ATTIC OUTLET SALE

~·

30%,0FF
30o/o·50o/o

ALL SHOES

.OFF ALL CLOTHING

ALL NAME BRAND,FIRST QUALITY MERCHANDISE
t'JIK~

ADIDAS PUMA NEW BALANCE CONVERSE
VANS · TIGER B,ROOKS IZOD OCEAN PACIFIC SUNDEK
STUBBIES DOLFI~ SUNBRITCHES
1112 Miles W. ·of 436
Located at Winter Park Corners
on
Aloma and Lakemont·
Open Mon.-Fri.:10-9
Sat. :9-7
Sun.:10-6

r----------------------------------------~~
Present this coupon towards the purchase of:

2 pair of shoes FOR the price ot1

.
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BOR says no to merger plan
by Jayne Day

merger could not cause any
significant amount of increase in programs without
additional state funds.
Florida has the least
number of senior institutions
per 1,000 people. There is one
4-year university per 1 million
Florida citizens. Most states
fall within one institution per
200,000 to 500,000 people.

Future news

ticular area. The board said it
fears that combining the major institutions may limit
facilities and sensitivity to
the needs of the local community.
.,J
' <'.
In 1982 the Postsecondary
Education Planning Commission reported that through
cooperation between the state
and its systems of postsecondary education, operations
can move smoothly and
resources can be more effectively utilized.

The Florida Board of
Regents overruled the proposal of university mergers at
a recent meeting. The proposed bill included a clause which
intended to merge the Univer. sity of Florida and North
Florida; Florida State,
Florida A · & M and the
University of West Florida;
The existing uni-versities ii)
and Florida International
University with Florida Florida were positioned
·Atlantic University.
geographically as they were
UCF was not included in to satisfy demand in the par' the proposal.
The idea of merging institutions started in 1979 when it
was learned that funding
would only support six or
seven universities rather than
•A woman called the ment is investigating the incinine. Studies showed that the Future last Friday and said dent.
· disadvantages outweighed she had placed two bombs in
eA 19-year-old UCF stuthe benefits of the recom- the Education Building that dent reported to the Universimended merger.
were set to go off between 10 1y Police Monday that $260
~
If universities were united, a.m. and noon to protest the in cash was stolen from her
. .:.; ~ a corresponding staff r~duc proposed athletics fee.
dorm room sometime after
~ tion would result and each inClasses in the building were Feb. 21.
"g stitution would continue to canceled between 10 a.m. and •A 21-year-old non~ require the same number of noon while UCF police search- student stopped on campus
~ administrators and faculty to
ed for explosives. The for a traffic violation Feb. 22
"""...,,_.~,~--.................._
keep programs operating at a building was pronounced safe was transported to the
reasonable ~evel of quality, ac- at 10:30 a.m. and classes Orange County Jail and book~ong?
The Police Depart- ed after it was discovered
This little ape appears to be scaling a dorm ~all in the spirit cording to the board. Also the resumed.
,
there was an outstanding
of King Kong.
·
warrant for his arrest.
*Keg Beer
. WHYPAY
•A 20-year-old UOF student reported to the police
*Case Beer
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
department that she has been
the victim of about 40 har~
·GO DIRECT TO THE
*Wine
rassing
phone calls in her
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.
dorm
since
December. The
*Ice
police department says this is
*Party
a recurring problem and sug\.._ DISCOUNT CONVENIENCE STORE
Catering
gests hanging up on the caller
or blowing a whistle in the
receiver.
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

Police beat

Bomb scare repeated

King

•case Soda

DRIVE THRU

1111111~1

''.WHERE'S THE BEER?''

NEW RADIATORS, ·
. REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS & WATER PUMPS
.CLEAN &REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS
10662 E. Colonial Dr.Orlando
275-9327

2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
644-9327

630 Clifton St
Pine Hills
291-9327

AT GATOR BEVERAGESI

KEGS·
STROH'S
BUD

36.00
39.00

'J l%\$1; i1~Itij11,11 ii; IM1I:l3 3;1
~~ -·

r.ArnR

O \LJ:

,.~;;·:~::::... 11 ~

j~ 5781 LA COSTA OR.
,

,

l
! [282-BEERI

1Bf CallFurToday
For Price Quote
Your Next Party

NEW
Apartments &
Townhouses
For Rent
university hylands
walk to U.C.F.
discounts
available for first
twelve tenants
for info. call

628-5707
Group 3 Design
& Construction

DO DAYTONA RIGHT IN '84
Stay for less at Oceania Plaza

Coming to the Daytona Area during Spring Break this year? Then act now to
avoid the usual motel hassle--make your group reservation at Oceania Plaza
and .really enjoy yourselves!
Our 2 bedroom 2 bath oceanfront suites accomodate up to six for only $499 a
week(or less than $100 a person for a full week.) Fully furnished and equipped,
down to the dinnerware. Private balconies overlooking the ocean. Convenient
to downtown Daytona and all major tourist attractions. Oceanfront pool. Private
parking.
·
·
Avoid the usual motel headaches in Daytona; this Spring Break. Come to
Oceania Plaza and unwind for less! Call (800) 87 4-1931, while space lastslll
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Speaker tells of oppression of Soviet Jews
by Vivian Katz

A high official chooses the
examiners, he said, · making
sure that the most hostile exUCF's Jewish Student aminers are assigned to the
Union recently hosted a Jews. "Keep in mind that ·
speech by Soviet emigrant to physics is an exact science
Israel, Uri Degen. Members and I could prove my
of a high school group of answers,'' Degen said. ''I°
Young Judeans were invited would be asked a question,
to participate as Degen answer it, be told I was wrong
shared his thoughts on and made to answer many
Jewish life in the Soviet more questions than were
necessary.'' · It took him apUnion.
Degen
received
his proximately an hour and 40
undergraduate degree in minutes to complete the oral
physics from the University ·exam, which normally lasts
of Kiev, leaving for Israel in 10 to 15 minutes.
He finally received a grade
1977. He is currently close to
completing his doctoral of "good", one lower than he
dissertation, but finds time to was aiming for and deserved.
travel throughtout the U.S. With great personal risk, he
to speak to America's Jewish appealed the grade on the
basis of discrimination
youth.
Education may differ from toward his Judaism.. The
state to state and country to grade was not changed but he
country, but Degen says was admitted to the universi.
nowhere is the disparity ty anyway.
Degen said that discriminagreater than between the
United States and the Soviet tion against Jews is a way of
- Union. Opening slots in life in Russia as well as
Soviet universities are so somewhat of a historical fact.
limited that only the most While the practice of Christianity, Islam and Hinduism
talent~d and gifted students
is
discouraged, Judaism is
are granted admission.
prohibited.
Degen 4':0nsiders himself a
He learned of his Judaism
very intelligent man, having
graduated . from secondary
school with a gold medalthe
highest honor possible. He
said, "Students who earn this
medal must pass only one admissions test instead of the
usual four."
It was here that Degen emphasized to the group the
discrimination that befalls
Jews in Russia.
Future news

from his father, but is now ·
learning of the history, traditions, customs and laws that
guide Jews.
Degen told a joke as an example of the Soviet position
on Judaism: ''Brezhnev calls
in. the minister 'of teligion and
tells him, 'We must build a
synagogue in Moscow, with
all the necessary attributes,
to show the West we do not
discriminate against Jews.'
Two months later the
minister calls on Brezhnev
and tells him, 'We have built
a beautiful synagogue but we
are having a problem finding
a rabbi. We have some who
are party members but know
nothing of Talmud, Torah and
Jewish tradition. We have a
few who know all there is to
know of Talmud, Torah and
Jewish tradition .but are not
members o~ the Party.'
Brezhnev says, 'Is there no
one who possesses all the
necessary qualifications?'
The minister answers, 'Yes,
but he is a Jew."'
Every official document in
the Soviet Union has a space
for nationality, according to
Degen. He added that in that
space on his documents, the ·

Russians print "Jew," the only religion to be singled out in
this manner.
Degen's greatest fear is
that Soviet Jews are being

-

Downtown Oviedo
Hwya. 419&426

Hours mon.-Sat.
7am-9pm

1VEW STORE HOURS- .
SuNDA Y 7MI ~ 8:3o,m
USDA Food Stamp

Coupon•Welconw '
Quantity Rlghb RHerved

·F OR INTERVIEW
CALL 331-0066
Colorado
Prime
Inc.
·,

.

Uri Degen speaks to students at Jewish Community Center.
culturally and spiritually wh~reupon Degen laughed
murdered. They are not allow- and said, "Soviet freedom of
ed to study the fine arts, thought.''
humanities and other nonDegen ended the discussion
scientific disciplines.
with the warning that
Mind control is a way of life American Jews must do all in
in the Soviet Union, Degen their power to help Soviet
told . the group, adding that Jews who wish to emigrate.
what people read in the of- He said, "If all the free naficial newspaper is always
Speaker, page 11
believed until contradictory

$$$ PART TIME $$$
•Opportunity to .build an
_employment record.
• Gain valuable job
experience..
• Two shifts (10•2),(5-9)
• No selling- Set appointments for representitives
•Training program a.v ailable
• Altamonte Springs area.

facts are presented. "Then it
is as if the first things nev~r
were.''
Almost in unison, the group
said, "Nineteen eighty-four,"

Dr. David E. Hankins
Optometrist

(UCF,1977)
Announces the opening of his new
· office at the intersection of
Red Bug and Tuscawilla Rds. for
the practice of

Eye Care
Contact Lenses
New Tinted and Soft Contact Lenses Available
lntroquctory 15 % discount on all services
and materials to UCF students.faculty,
and staff

1340 Tuscawilla Rd.

Member of Chamber
of Commerce and
· Bettar Business
Bureau (Orlando and
Seminole Counties.)

Suite 107
Casselberry, Fl.

Tuscawilla

Tel. 699-4000
for appointment

Mainstream is geared to college and career .minded young adults
and singles ages 18-30. This ministry will help equip youn g adults for the
majo~ challenges of life-developing a career and preparations for marriage. Are you looking for happiness? No matter what you do,fulfillment
can only be found in Jesus Christ. He wants you to know Him personally.
Come and learn how great life can be.

MJllNSTREJIM
Tuesday Evenings at 7:30 p.m. Calvary Towers Community Room

CALVARY ASSEMBLY
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park,FI. 32789. 644-1199
Located between Par and Fairbanks exits off 1-4
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Last wag will net 512 million

• 48HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
•AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
•FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YO.U NEED IT
•CAMERA REPAIRS
•llULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAY PREPARATION:mountlng,
texturlzlng,and spraying

./#e~ber; Profeasional Photographic s.oeiety of Central Florid~

OPEN M-F 10;00-6;00
SAT. 10;00-5;00
10~

Student

6n-5558

Discount

Auburn awaits dog's death
AUBURN,
Ala.
(CPS)-Auburn University is waiting for a dog to die .
When the 16-year-old
canine, now suffering from
heartworms, dies, the university will inherit over $12
million.
The bizarre death watch
comes about because of an oil
heiress's love for dogs and
because her veterinarian's
son happened to go to Auburn
20 years ago.
Musketeer, the · dying dog,
is the last survivor of some
150 stray dogs adopted during the last years of Eleanor
Ritchey, .heiress to the fortune of the family that founded Quaker State Oil Company.
In her will, Ritchey bequeathed her estate, then
worth about $4 million, to t he
dogs. ·When the last of the
dogs dies, the will .stipulates
the estate-now worth over
$12 million-should go to
' Auburn 's animal research
center.
When composing her will in
the mid-Sixties, however, Ritchey had no specific research
center in mind. So she " asked
her veterinarian if he knew of
a good animal research center

she could donate the money
to,'' explains Auburn
spokesman Roy Summerford.
The vet did not, but had a
son enrolled at Auburn at the
time. He called Auburn to ask
if it had a research center. He
found out it had the Scott
Research Prpgram. Upon
hearing of his discovery, Ritchey .decided to write
Auburn's name into her will.
At the time, Ritchey had
about 150 dogs at her Fort
Lauderdale mansion, taken in
"to over come her loneliness,"
Summerford says.
When Ritchey died in 1968,
she left a $4.5 million estate
to the dogs and, eventually,
the research .center.
In the interim, inflation and
the Florida land boom have
increased the value of the
estate's holdings to more
than $12 million.
"Now Musketeer is the only
remaining dog, and he is supposedly in progressively bad
health," Summerford says.
"The dog has trouble walking
because of old age, and also
has a
bad case of
heartworms. ''
Musketeer, along with his .
149 now-deceased brethren,
lived at a special F t. Lauder-

dale kennel built with the proceeds from Ritchey's fortune.
Auburn, in truth, has been
earning interest on the fortune since the early '70s. It
currently nets about $960,000
a year -from the special trust
fund.
In 1979, some of the interest money went t~ build
the first stage of a $1.6
million research center, now
renamed the Scott-Ritchey
Research Program for obvious reasons. A second,_ $2
million st~ge is now planned
for the campus, Summerford
says. Interest from the trust
fund
also pay for the second stage.
When Musketeer wags his
last wag, however, Auburn
will gain ti tie to the principal
of the estate, too, and
theoretically can sell off all·or
part 'it. Lest people think
Au burn
officials
are·
ghoulishly
counting
Musketeer's breaths, though,
Summerfield · points out
Auburn does · not plan to do
anything with the principal. .
"Our ·plans are to keep the
money invested even after the
dog has died, and keep collec~
ting the interest earnings,'' he
says.

will

Getti.n g the facts on suicide
UCF psychologist Yvette Harris explains suicide statistics .a t seminar held Feb. 23.

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers . .. and this wtld
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and size (men's style S, M, Lor
women's French cut S, M, L) along
with $6.95, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
19168 Albion Rd.,
Strongsville, Ohio 44136.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

PASS. CLAST?

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
to teach the CLAST competencies.
·
GETTING READY FOR THE CLAST, $1 o.95 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 2so pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A Workbook $10.95 202 pp
Teaches how to cope with test anxiety, '
'
·

Two~ers

is all it likes.

c 1982 Two Fin gers Tequila - 80 Proo! lmponed & Bottled by Hiram Walker Inc

In your

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

or
send your check for the price plus $1 .00 to :
H&H Publishing Company, Inc. , 1117 Webb Drive Clearwater FL
'
'
33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.
Bu rli ngame . ca111

•.
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RESIDENTIAL
COMMUNITIES
OF!f\MERICA*

o's
. I
ue.
SUSSEX f ffi\CCE
2 bedroQms,
2 baths

$48,900
Sussex Place offers you East Orlando's very
best home ownership opportunity! Our 2 and
J bedroom townhome villas feature spacious
designs, a long list of popular standard
features and outstanding value-bad~ed by
Central Florida's leading new home builder.
And it's all _in a great location close to UCF,
Westinghouse, shopping centers, schools,
banks, entertainment and houses of worship.
Sparkling beaches ore on easy drive and fast
access to the East-West Expressway mol,es
all of Central Florido convenient to you.

MOVE UP TO THE
AFFORDABLE
TOWNHOMES OF

~l~

SUSSEX PLACE!
Own the new home you want-at a remarkably affordable
price with low monthly financing ta~lored for you!

I SNEAK PREVIEW! PRE-COMPLETION DISCOUNTS! I
.~.

305/281-6393
1/B mile east of Alafaya Trai~ on
Highway 50.

~.RESIDENTIAL~
COMMUNITIES \
~

.

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.

N

w

m

Colonial
'

HQUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Full derails or our soles center.

w,;

Ci

=

~

c

or.

East-We\\

* $48,900 sole price. $46,450 morrgoge amount.
!3osed on 7 V2 % conventional JO-year financing,
EQUAL

1111

*

' 4 ·~

OF~MERICA* r
1J % A P.R. Interest rares subject to change
without notice.

D ~@]
c4

Westinghouse

A

..

SUSSEX PI£\CE
A

w

Cl)

Cµrry Ford Rd.

-
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ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
March 5·9
7:00

Speaker from AA
·commons Bldg.

Tues. March 6

10-2 Bat Mobile on the
SC Green
6:30 Mary Wiley from MADD
Commons Bldg.

Wed. March 7
Thur. March 8

10-2 Bat Mob.ile on the ·
sc ·G reen
7:00 Facts and Figures on
OWi's- Judge Komanski
SCA

Sponsored by the· UCF Panhe11·e nic Council
and lnterhall Council
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Schools canning ~oors boycott

..

SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
(CPS)-The once-heady campus boycott of Coors beer
went a little flatter last week
as the University of
California-Santa Barbara's
student government voted to
let the beer back on ca~pus:
Two wee)fa before that, Cal
State-Long Beach students
dropped their boycott of
Coors products.
But the boycott is still on at
some campus·es and in many
communities, stresses David
Sickler, who coordinat_e s
boycott activities from the
AFL-CIO's Los Angles office.
"Nothing's changed," he
says. "All the issues are still
there, and as long as they are,
we'll continue the boycott."
But San Diego State,

U.C.L.A. and Cal-Berkeley
are "the only ones we know of
still boycotting us," says
John Meadows, a Coors
spokesman in Golden, Colo.
The boycott began in 1968
as a _Univeristy of Colorado
student protest against conservative brewer Joseph
Coor's proposed punishment
of anti-war students and his
efforts to control the campus '
speaker program.
Coors was then a university
regent.
The boycott broadened into
a national labor dispute when
an AFL-CIO union lost a
strike at Coors over alleged
company discrimination
against
women
and
minorities, and Coors' insistence that all employees

take lie detector tests.
But " from what we've seen,
it was determined the boycott
was no longer necessary,"
asserts Scott Moors, the student
politician
who
engineered Santa Barbara's
repeal of the boycott.
Meadows says schools are
abandoning the boycott
"because we've been able to
present our side to students.''
"We've found that a lot of
schools, no one really knew
why they were boycotting
us,'' he says. ''All the information they got was from
anti-Coors organizations.''
Since 1979, Coors has been
sending officials to boycotting campuses, flying student
politicans to the Golden
brewery for tours and paying

THE WORST
THING THAT
CAN HAPPEN

to stage campus- events at
schools that agree to drop
their boycotts.
At
Santa
Barbara,
Meadows "has personally
come out and said 'thanks a
lot,"' Moors says. The company · is now ''sponsoring
some comedy nights and
things down at the student
pub.''
''They wine and dine them
and feed them a bunch of
bull, " Sickler charges. "Coors
has campus reps lobby to get
money accepted" by the
schools.
The tactic seems to work.
Asked if Meadow's estimate
that only three colleges maintain boycotts, Sickler says,
"There could be more. I'm not
sure.''

.

TO SOME

CHILDREN IS
THEIR PARENTS.
Sad. but true . There are
many confused adults in
America today who are
abusing thei-r children.
Help de~ troy a family
tradition. Mo t abu ed
childrer:i grow up to
abuse their own child ren , since they have
learned no other way to
rai se those children . Yet
c hild a bu sers ca n be
helped. Let us tell you
how.

1 •

PREVENT CHILD ABUSE.
WRm:
•

Na11onal Comm1 1tee fo r
Preve nti on of Child Abuse
Box 2866 . Chicago . Ill 60690

A Public Service of T~ 1s Newspaper
& The Adve rti sing Council

"'I'.
~~

Fee ------=~-:---~--,.------------------------=----------..;__---frc-m page 1
money this year to pay for the
additional services that are
being offered. The Heal th
Center was granted $681,546
in 1983-84, $30,000 less than
what it requested.
The $895,000 requested
this year is needed to cover
the dental program that the
center took over from Student
Government. Other increases
include a 10 percent pay increase for the nurses and funding for an an evening physician. The center is als0 looking for for an orthopedist and

a dermatologist. Brown said
students have sh9wn a need
for both of these specialists
but it is hard for the center to
find someone who will work
for what it can pay.
The Health Center also
needs more money since the·
percentage of students who
have to pay the fee has
decreased· over the years,
Johnson said.
Based on the enrollment
figures for UCF, only an
estimated 85 percent of the
students_will pay the fee com- .

o--+. t\ F H.O
ii

SQUADRON
A RESTA URAN T

®

pared with 91 percent who
paid in 1982-83.
·Johnson said the area campuses no longer have to pay
the health fee which also increases the budget over the
years. He said since. there is
no longer a mandatory in-·
surance program they do not
directly benefit from the fee.
He said if the area campuses were given the option
to pay the fee there is a
chance that · only those individuals who are chronically
sick would pay and take ad-

vantage of the low-cost service.
Johnson said the increased
budget is necessary for the
reason alone that the Health
Center cannot compete with
other medical facilities to pay
someone enough money to
keep them. He said more
money is needed to keep the
center staffed and open for
the students. Lately, the
center has been closed . on
weekends because of a shortage of workers, he said.
Johnson told the committee

members to review the income and costs of the center.
The committee will be
meeting on Wednesdays and
Fridays until a recommendation is reached. The meetings
are held in Phillips Hall, room
310, at 2 p.m.
The committee is composed
of Brown; Halber t; Frank
Bondurant, College of
Business; Joy Douglas,
Brevard campus College of
Health; and student Sens.
Steve Cady, John Gill and
Dave Rokes.

CABAR.ET PRESENTS
UCF NIGHT
* Eve ry Monday Happy Hour Prices All Night
* Movies, Dancing, Live D.J.
* Domestic Beer, Wine, -and Well Brands

420() F,_
Orla ncl 1 1
!I

I

("10J o ni~J
i "1nrid;1
1

{

~)

'

]

nriVP
')

. :~:'1
.-

~

* Present 1-.D. for 2 for 1

hang in
there...
he's.
coming!
-

-_.. . .. _

_ i.:.....- ... .........

-
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Student rate:
.50
. ·- cents per line
.

for sale~

(! LAS_SlFIED
·roommates~

Nlkkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent condition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after
Spm.

Recliner, misc. tables, living room chair,
guitar, and misc. items. Call 282-5707 otter
5pm and anytime weekends.
73 Celica. New paint. new tires, NC, am/fm
cass., tinted windows, sun roof. Must see!
Asking $1495.-Call 273-5823.

Roommate wanted. 3bdrm Winter Park
home with fireplace. $150/mo. plus util. 15
min. from UCF. Nice! Call _647-2921.
Roommate wanted, nonsmoker to share
bdrm in 2bdrm/2bth furn. duplex. 5100
deposit; $135/mo. plus util. No lease. 1/2 mi.
from UCF. Call 273-5203. Jim or Mike nights-any hour.

Dining table, round or oval (2 leav.es). Very
good cond. MUST SELL. 275-1709. .

Male or female needed: share 2bdrm/2bth
townhouse less than lmi. from school. All furnished, just need to move in. $150/mo. plus
util. Nonsmoker perferred. Call 282-6629.

Drum set 5-pc Gret~ch, Zilsain cymbals.
Hardware, stool, and case. 5425. Also Remo
roto toms 8,10,and 12 in. like new. $155. Call
275-6832.

Non-smoker to share Univ. Villas apt. with
serious student. Start May 1. 5130/mo., 1/2
dep. and cable. Contact Torre at Army
ROTC. 275-3059.

Young prof. male seeks male or female to
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through share 4bdrm/2bth house in Pine Hills.
the U.S. government? Get the facts today! 5240fmo. plus l {2 util. and $200 sec. dep.
Call (312)742-1142 ext. 689.
Call 299-5343 after 5pm.
1975 Kawasaki KH400. 2 stroke/3 cyl. Adult
owned, garage kept. New paint and tires
plus many extras. Must sell. 5
Call
299-5343.

s oo.

1981 ·Suzuki GS450S, Garage kept, 3000
mi. $1200 blue book. Asking $950. Call
851-4317.

Roommate Wanted, non-smoker, very
responsible, to share hqlf of two bedroom
apt. a mile and a half from UCF. Rent $213
plus 1/2 of utilities. Call 273-6436, evenings.

help u1anted .

The FUTURE is looking for qualified individuals to become advertising represen1981 Suzuki GS250. Garage kept with bell tatives. Great experience and very good
helmet; 4300 mi. 5895. Call 365-6901 after pay. Contact Dot case at 275-2,165.
6pm.
1981 Honda CM400T. Immaculate garaged, low miles.extras, helmet. Must sell. Best
offer.
Call
Roger
at
282-5669
evesfweekends.

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm,

typists ·

•
sel'Vlces

1

, .
NEED A REPORT TYPED? .
My full-time service offers a~curate speedy Prepare for summer. Lose unwanted pounds
& professional results using .state-of-the-art without starvation diet. Details write Thomword processing equipment. Term son, Box 7~347, Houston, TX 77279.
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3
miles from UCF. Pick up & delivery
available to campus. Call Pat at Hard
We buy and sell
Copy Typing and Word Processing Service
USED
COMPUTERS
277-6930.
Printers--modems--disk drives
Godfather's
Used computer syndicate
AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced
For an offer you can't refuse, call
manuscript typist! Call Bea 678-1386.
774-1000 or 862-7316
1
Literary editing available.
RESUMES-EDITED FREE! STORED FREE 1 YR! Input
1. page & print 5 originals. $9. Call JUDY'S
Business Service, 273-5298.'

Channing Typing Service
(Notary ASN)
896-4130

Tax returns prepared. 1040EZ, 1040A,
forms provided. Low fees . 275-1709.
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER. FREE pregnancy
test. Confidential. Individual counseling. In
Ori., 827 Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne Hosp.
Daily/Sat. am. Call 425-8989.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
• • 'GET YOUR REFUND EARLr • •
Term papers, th~ses, resumes, designed Experienced tax preparation at student
and typed. Correction of spelling, grammar, rates. Fast service, 1mi. from UCF. Call
and· punct. IBM Pica or Elite. Word process- 275-1709.
ing avail. located lmi. from campus. Open
7 days a week. Guaranteed quality and fast
turnover. Call 275-1709.
Child care in my home near UCF. Three yrs
college in Elementary Education . Reading
and math readiness will be taught. Call
RESUMES
Julie at 365-3863.
Designed/typed - 671-3007.
Typing ,Accurate ,Fast & Reasonable. l'viinor
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Empl .-1 mi. from UCF, Marti 365-6874 after 6pm .

Big savings on food bills and opportunity to
earn substantial income with sensational
food program. For details write Thomson,
Box 79347 , Houston, TX 77279.

Part-time barmaid needed. Apply in person
at Carrie Nations Tavern. Ask for Rick or
Dave.

Computer word processing, customized 'ABORTION SERVICES, birth cor ..fol infer~
resumes , theses, term papers, reports, etc. motion , pregnancy tests and counseling :
From $1 .50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173.
VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
HELP WANTED! Get off the benches and into EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs . exp. Full-time . Term
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
S11ow ski boots - ladies size 8 - $75. Snow ski the press box. The FUTURE is in the market .for papers , theses, reports, resumes, etc .
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
su!t - ladies size 8 - $100. Snow ski hats - $8. a few good sports writers. Wait! Who are we . Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., .'
kidding? We need lots of sports writers and editing included. Reasonable. Call
898-0921
Ski goggles - $10. Call 282-2311 .
whether they're good or not. For more in- Bea, 678-1386.
fomation call 275-2601. That number again:
ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
275-2601 . Act now! Operators are standing
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Honda CB550F Super Sport, '75, 21000 mi., by!
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest
extras. Great bike! Must sell to pay UCF
speakers available. Director is UCF ~rad.
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert cor- 1240 ·Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
athletic
fee.
5600
OBO. Typists needed. Positions avail. at $5 or S8/~r.
rection of spelling, grammar, punctuation. Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
677-4581/267-2105.
with flexible schedule. Call Michael at
Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research 11800/432-8517.
273-5932.
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
Hewlett Packard. 41C°CV interface module.
All work prepared on Word Processors for erAsking 60 OBO. Call Mike at 851-8847 or Student couple to be assistant manager at
ror free neatness. We have IBM
857-7272.
Oviedo Lodge Motel in Ovieao. Furnished
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
efficiency apt. All util. paid. Primary duties in- Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
clude Sun. and night on call to rent rooms.
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast
197 6 Cutlass S--air cond., pwr steering and Can be structured to your schedule. laeal
service - All are former or current UCF
brakes--orig. owner--good c0nd. No rust. for study time. Call 365-5276 or 365-3648 for students. One Day _Service Available $1900. Call 671-4334.
interview.
671-3007 .
Basic Transportation--'67 Chevelle. 4 door,
V-8 automatic, $350. Call x2501 day and
656-2908 night.
1978 Camero. White, new tires. One owner.
Runs excellent -- $4200 or best offer. Call
~82-2311.

Looking for a band to play at a la~ge outdoor party. Details call Christopher after
6pm at 275-4320.
Attn Students: Part-time home clecr1ers
needed. Hours to fit your busy schedule.
S3.75/hour. Call 671-7463 .

Ever wanted to be a detective/ a critic{
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; another Brent Musberger/ Positions are now
available for those above average
students who will dare to go where no student has · gone before: the physical plant,
the commons laundry room, the roof of the
library, and President Colbourn's office. Now
Male/female for furn. room WITH ALL util plus is the time for you to expand your horizons
l /2bth. Only Sl 85/mo. on 1/2 acre--mobile and possibly make a minor fortune in the
home(E. of UCF--Tuskawilla). Call 671-6355. process. If you . have a knack for writing
about the common or the bizarre, apply at
the FUTURE editorial office in the art com$220/mo. lbdrm apt. on Khayyam. 1 block
plex. Positions are available for news, sports
from UCF. Must move in Mar 8 to take over
and feature reporters. For more information
lease plus sofa and chair 5100.
call 275-2601.

a(S
. ~oc

Typing on my word processor. No visible
corrections. Fast service. Sl.50/page. Call
P!Jm 671-0924.
Professional typing my home. Reasonable
rates. 20 yrs exp. Call 671-8926.

~

1nd1~1ciua1 co-ntfctentral.Counse11ng
·

WORD-PROCESSING--JUDYS BUSINESS SERVICE. Ask me about student incentives!
273-5258.
Term papers, thesis. Pick-up and delivery
Mon. and Fri. in main lobby Admin. building,
11-11 :30. Call Vivian at 862-1432 for appointment.
Typing/word processing. Thesis , reports ,
resumes , etc. High quali ty Typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at 660-1220 or 365-4863, day or eve.

·C:Lzmc
m1. .

Gynecologists
Speaker SEitvice

'2233 LEE~ RD. WINTER PARK

.

628-0405~

Joll F·ree S00-432~52~9 ·
URLANOO 8t WINTER PARK
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Bill threatens $3 billion in student aid
WASHINGTON, D.C .
(CPS)-Student aid experts
here are scrambling to beat
back an obscure bilI that, if
passed soon, could severely
hurt most state student aid
programs.
Congress has now scheduled a vote this month on a
measure that could " deny
countless students the opportunit y for a college
education" by "crippling"
state student loan programs,
the aid experts contend.
State and college loan officials nationwide are working
frantically to block the
legislation, now pending in
the U.S. House of Representatives, before it comes to a
vote.
.A bill, known as HR 4170,
has already virtually
eliminated tax-exempt financing for student loans by placing a cap on the number of
tax-exempt student bonds
each state can issue.
At risk is almost $3 billion
worth of student loans.
States have been issuing
such bonds for a long time,
but the bonds have become
even more important fundr a is in g
t ools
sin ce

Speaker -

Washington began slashing
the amounts of money it gave
to the states to distribute as
aid to students.
Under the bond system,
citizens buy bonds from the
state, which uses the money
from the sale of the bonds to
loan to students.
As students repay the
state, the state pays interest
to the citizens who bought the
bonds. The citizens do not
have to pay taxes on the interest they ear:n from the
state.
The new bill before Congress would limit the bond
selling and would lump student aid bonds in the same
finance category as taxexempt industrial revenue
bonds.
Consequently student loan
agencies, aid officialS say, will
be forced to compete with
private corporations for bond
business.
''There's no question the
legislation would be very crippling,' ' says Jean Frolichsen,
general counsel for the National Council of Higher
Education Loan Programs in
Washington, D.C.
Tax-exempt student aid

bonds are also the cornerstone of the so-called
"secondary" student loan
market. Special state agencies issue the bonds to raise
money, which they in turn use
to purchase delinquent and
unpaid student loans from
"primary" lenders, such as
banks and savings and loans.
"What the secondary
market does is purchase loans
. from these primary institutions so they can make more
loans to other students,''
Frolichsen explains.
If banks and other primary
lenders lost the option of selling their "sour" student loans
to secondary state agencies,
aid officials stress, they
would cut back drastically on
student loans in general, and
specifically on loans to lower
and middle-income students.
HR 4170 proposes to limit
·tax-exempt student aid bonds
by grouping them with industrial revenue bonds, and
allowing states to issue no
more than $150 per capita of
both kinds of bonds.
The House Ways and
Means Committee, which
drafted the bill, "is concerned

from ·pages

tions unite on this issue,
something can be done. The
Soviets need the goodwill of
the rest of the world and
would be willing to trade ·the
freedom of a few Jews for
assistance in agriculture,
technology and perhaps
petroleum. ''
Degen sa.id,
"The Soviet Union needs the
rest of the world in order to
survive."

Assaults -from page 1
creases 'in crime to the in-.
crease in the university
population.
"There are more people
moving in the area and with it
all sorts of crime,'' Green
said.
Culton had some advice for
dorm residents.
''If you think you know
somebody, make sure you
know him very well," 'she
said. ''Be extremely cautious
when you are alone. ''
Green added, " Be aware
that there are people on campus that do not belong here.
Look out for suspicious p~
ple, get their description and
call the police."

Bill Cosby says:

"Thcresa
I

Red Cross
v<>luntecr job
thats made

k>r yor -
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about the growing number ot
tax-exempt bnnds being
issued for essentially private
purposes," says committee
spokesman Bruce Davie.
The federal government, of
course, wants the tax money
people to avoid paying when
they buy the tax-exempt .
bonds.
"The use of tax-exempt
bonds," Davie says, "erodes
the revenues of the federal
government and drives up the
interest rates."
But only $220 million-· or
one percent-of the fiscal
1983 feder~l deficit, argues
Grier Davis, director of institutional relations at Northwestern University was due
to tax-exempt student loan
bonds.
Nationally, stat.e agencies ·
issue about $3 billion in student aid bonds each year,
Frolichsen · says,
and
countless n~mbers of
financially-strapped students
are aided both directly and indirectly by the .capital they
pump into the student aid
market.
But "nothing restricts (the
loan money) to students who
are needy," Davie replies.

''Some of the bond money is
used by individual, private
colleges who are in a position,
essentially, of offering cheap
credit to parents of students
who don't want to cash in
their money markets (investments) to pay tuition."
Besides, he contends, the
Student Loan Marketing
Association, which sells taxable student aid bonds so it
can purchase student loans
from primary ~enders ''does
essentially the same thing as ·
what the state agencies do."
N orithwestern' s Davis
argues, however, that the
''program purchases only the
'cream '
· of
the
paper-defaulted and d~lin- ·
quent loans which they s~and
a good chance of collecting
on.''
Even though the tax bill
had yet to go before the full
House, Davis says, "the tax- ·
exempt student bond market
is essentially dead because
the legislation would be
retroactive to January 1,
1984. And nobody wants to
issue tax-exempt bonds that
might · be changed to taxable
bonds." ·
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Gun owner: We need controls

·Geary v. Free Press, 1984
tudent body President Mark Geary has exposed his
incredible lack of understanding a,nd respect for the
First Amendment in seeking to interfere in the Future's
political endorsem~nt of Student Government candidates, scheduled for its March 23rd issue.
Mr. Geary has requested his attorney general to render
an opinion on the right of the newspaper to endorse candidates on the opinion page since the paper receives partial funding from Student Government. Mr. Geary's aim
is to apply a state law to the Future that forbids s~ate
agencies from endorsing political candidates. Somehow,
he hopes to establish that the Future is a state agency or
a subsidiary of one and that the tuition money it receives
through SG is actually state money. Following that
twisted rationale, it would, in effect, make the Future a
state newspaper.
.
The courts have consistently ruled that once a school
has established a college newspaper that is a forum for
students, school and government officials have no right
to interfere with the opinions of that forum.
In a special issue on censorship put out by the Society
of Professional Journalists last year, an article on legal
precedents says, ''Because the courts have been concerned with preserving the integrity of the forums for student
expression that student newspapers represent, they have
·held that the matter of who funds the publication is irrelevant.''
Mr. Geary would do irreparable harm to the students of
this university by pursuing efforts to take away the
newspaper's right to endorse political candidates. To do
so he would have to seek a court injunction to take away
that right, and he would have fo prove the Future is not a
real newspaper, unprotected under the First and Fourteenth Amendments.
It is too incomprehensible to believe the student body
president really intended to violate the constitutional
rights of the students and its campus newspaper. What is
more likely is that Mr. Geary, in seeking a legal opinion
on the issue, sought to express his distaste for political
endorsements in a threatening way.
Possibly he remembers that the Future did not endorse
· his presidential bid, or maybe he thinks the newspaperwill not endorse his own personal choice for president and
vice president. Whatever Mr. Geary's motives in his
ridiculous request, it is an insult to the students, the
Future and the First Amendment.

S

Julie D. Norris
Editor in chief

The basis of our government being the opinion of the
people, the very first object should he to keep that right;
' and were it left to me to decide whether we should have a
government without newspapers, or newspapers without
a government, I should not hesitate for· a moment to
prefer the latter.
- Thomas Jefferson
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I don't understand why sane, reasonable
y friend and colleague, Mike Griffin,
has raised some readers' ire from time people would be so adamant against stricter
to time with his leftist leanings, especially his laws concerning the selling of handguns. Is it
vociferous. support of gun control. I don't such a terrible inconvenience that a person
want it to seem that the Future is overplay- might be asked to wait for three weeks or so
ing the issue, but I'd like to make my feelings to pick up his piece while his credentials are
checked to make sure he isn't a felon?
known.
What possible benefit is there in the curDo I own a gun?
rent
situation where anyone off the street can
.
Yes. I have a .22 rifle and my brother has
fill
out
a simple form and put a check mark in
had several handguns that I have used.
the
"No"
box that asks if they have been conDo I support gun control?
You bet. I have seen t.oo many people who victed of a felony?
I know. If guns are outlawed, only outlaws
think guns make them important, and wave
them around whenever they get the slightest will have guns. I've seen the bumper stickers,
too. But if gun sales are controlled more effichance.
I was somewhat of a rambunctious youth ciently, maybe less people will become
and once had a girl's father chase me and outlaws.
Some guy who goes off the deep end and
some friends with a pistol when we decided it
would be fun one night to ring her doorbell wants to put a .44 slug through his wife's
head when she burns the tuna fish casserole
and hide in the woods across the street.
After we diet this a couple of times her again might decide she whips up a pretty
father spotted us and chased us with his gun. good TV dinner if he has two wait three weeks
I kept thinking how little pressure from his for his Smith & Wesson.
Also, how many times do you hear of kids
finger it took to fire it. I wasn't sure that
doorbell ditching was a serio.us enough of- playing with guns they have found around
fense to be shot for, but I wasn't going to
Ewing, page 13
argue.

M
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FTU, uh, UCF lacks identity
one
I tohatebreaktothebenewstheto you,
but UCF· is a school with an
identity crisis.
You see, UCF was once
FTU - Florida Technological
University. When Trevor Colbourn took over as president
he spearheaded the drive that
got the school's name changed to UCF in 1978. But even
in 1984 some people have not
gotten word of the change,
while others still have no idea
what the school is called.
Here is ·a small sampling of
examples:
e WCPX-TV Channel 6 This Orlando television station addresses all of its correspondences to the Future as
''Fu tu re,
Florida
.Technological University"
Now this is a television station· which has at least one
story a week about UCF. You
think that one of the reporters

would have noticed the school
changed its name. By the
way,
I
don't watch
Newswatch 6 since they hired
that new sports guy, but do
they refer to us as the FTU
Knights?
• The Florida Secr,etary of
State's office - Yes, hard to
believe, but this could ·be
another
example
of
billeaucratic red tape. Now
Gov. Bob Graham must know
that UCF is UCF, the Board
of Regents knows UCF is
UCF, the state legislature
might know that UCF is
UCF, but somebody forgot to
tell Secretary of State George
Firestone that UCF is not
FTU. Then again, maybe he
just did not get his copy of
the notice announcing the
school's name change. You
know how slow the mail can
be.
•The Florida Freedom of

Information Clearing House
- Now you would think that 1
a group which is devoted to
gaining access to files which
have been closed and protecting citizen's rights under the
Florida Government in the ·
Sunshine Act would know
about the 6-year-old UCF
name change, but it is not so.
Maybe if the state had tried
to cover up the name change
by burying it in some clerk's
office in DeLand, this group
would have known about it
overnight. I guess it was just
not enough of a challenge for
them to look up the school's
name in the telephone book.
•The Scholarship Bank So now you know why your
scholarships are late all the
time. They are being sent to
Florida Tech University, not
here.
Simmons, page 13

Letter ·Policy
Letters to editor must by delivered
to the Future editorial office by 5
p.m. on the Monday Lefore publication. Letters must be typed on a
60-space line and should not be more
than 250 words in length. All letters
must be signed with the author's
phone number to be considered for
publication. Under certain circumstances, writers' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be disignated as
guest editorials at the editor's descrition, with the permission of the
writer. All submitted mat.ierial
becomes the copyrighted property of
the Future newspaper.
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Athletic department, administration inflict 'highway robbery'
Editor:
student body president, a wrestler,
This letter is in response to is not only spinelessly acquiescing
Stephen Grantham's letter ("Fee to the proposoo new "football fee"
doesn't deserve bad PR-UCF needs
in spite of student sentiment, but
it," Future, Feb. 24) concerning the refuses to call a referendum to ask
_. proposed athletic fee increase. His students their opinions.
sophomoric statements show that
Grantham is right on one count.
he is not as enlightened on tpe issue . · The fee would help build the athletic
as he thinks he is.
'j'
progr.am artd increase UCF's visibiliThe true image of the university . ty~ However, by the time UCF's
has been tarnished not by student
athletic program reaches this "naprotests, but by a $600,000 plus. tionwide prominence," all of us will
deficit that was not studentalready be in the job market and proincurred.
bably old and gray. But, we will be
The allegations concerning "irthe one paying the fee.
responsible politicos" are both totalGrantham claims that people will
ly groundless and in bad taste.
have second thoughts about conThese student leaders are fighting
tributing to an athle~ic departme.n t
for the overwhelming student sentithat has 1;)tudent protE}sts against it.
ment that has been conclusively Mr. Grantham, I would have serious
shown by two student surveys.
doubts about contributing to an
These students are fig~ting for the ath)etic departme~t that is is so
majori~y of . the students when the
fiscally irresponsible that it spends
I

'I

its budget twice in one year and asks
for free handouts from students
because they know that the state
would not pay for such irresponsibility. Throw your money down
the black hole, Mr. Electrical
Engineer.
"Proposition UCF," which passeq
by a . unanimous vote of the student 3enate and was passed over Mr.
Geary's veto by an overwhelming
vote last week, proposes a fair and
acceptable compromise to the
students of UCF. UCF's athletic
program does need help, and I'm
sure that the majority -of students
support athletics. However, I'm
equally sure that a vast majority of
students are not in favor of this proposed fee that is tantamount to
highway robbery. The administration has confessed to a conscious

decision to deficit spend in a state
where deficit spending is illegal.
Where do you think they intended to
get the money from? · .
Grantham suggests that students
who don't possess intellect, ambition, pride and partlcipatibn should
not attend UCF. His pf1d~ · fs in an
atliletic department arid ~IT'universi
ty. ' administra'tion that ' needs a
massive overhaul. His ambition is to
build an athletic dynasty upon the
backs of unwilling students. His
participation seems to be limited to
speculative letters ·to the Future and
his intellect seems to be
demonstrated by the worth and factual content of his letter, which is
zero.
Lisa Gay
Finance

Misunderstood Druse
are reluctant fighters
Editor:
The Druse of Lebanon.
Anti-government? AntiChristian? Anti-American?
No, no, no. In a distorted picture, misconceptions about
the Druse have been shown.
It is time for a little focusing.
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Simmons,--------------------- from page 12

First, apd most important,
it's an acknowledged
historical fact that the Druse
were the founders of Lebanon.
They fought relentlessly
against the French rule after
World .War II to gain
Lebanon's independence. This
led the Druse 'to be known as
"fierce warriors," yet they only wished to live peacefuliy in
the mountains. During the
1976-77 Civil War and the
1982 Israeli invasion, the
Druse did not wish to involve
themselves in fierce battles.
However, on Sept. 4, 1983,
_the Israelis allowed Lebanese
army troops and Phalangists,
accused perpetrators of the of
the September 1982 Palestinian massacres, to enter into
positions ·where they had had
no prior influence. Thus, the
Druse took up arms-the war
came knocking on their doors, ·

page 179 they list an Orlando has ,lQ,000 students, why
•The New York Post Yes hard to believe, but the school named UCF and state have we not heard any news
same people who gave us the that its president is Colbourn, from them lately? Do
headline "Red Head Dead" say the school ·was establish- · students at this other school
when Soviet leader Brezhnev ed in 1963, and has 13,093 pay an athletic fee? Where do
died, did attempt to give UCF . students and 500 faculty they park?
some name recognition. The members. All right so far.
If I ever had any reservapaper p~inted some hµman in- Then, on page 183, the book
terest surveys conducted by a lists an Orlando university tions about paying the dollarreporting class of UCF' s Dr. named Florida Tech. and says a-week athletic fee, I sure do ·
Fred Fedler. In the story, the that Colbourn is its president, not now. As Colbourn has
paper said the surveys were it was established in 1963, said on may occasions, UCF
conducted by students a:t and has 10,605 students and needs some name recognition,
Central Florida Community 397 teachers. Now this brings and we sure do. no matter
how we get it.
College fa Orlando. At least several questions to mind:
Is Colbourn moonlighting
they got the "Central" right.
•The World Almanac and as president of another unver- Future man_aging editor Editor:
No appeal.
Book of Facts 1983 -- This sity? If there is another Roger Simmons' column apThat' s what it comes to if
one is kind of confusing. On U?iversity in Orlando, and it pears biweekly.
you disagree with a citation
from page 12 issued to you by the University Police and you intend to
the house and shooting themselves or their been verifa~d before they cart pick up their register for the following
friends?
precious weapons?
semester.
No matter how careful people think they
Try to go and borrow money somewhere.
As of Feb. 22, you could obare, kids are going to fool around with those You have to go through a complicated pro- tain no projected appeal hearthings if they get the urge. If you put a lot of cess and wait until your records are checked ing date. In_fact, I was told by
stock in hereditary personality traits, you before the loan can go through.
a newly appointed lieutenant
might not think it 's so ba_d if only outlaws
What does it tell us about our society when of the University Police that
have guns, then only outlaws' kids will be money is protected much more effectively the appeal system was so
shooting themselves.
than human life.?
backed up and so cumberCreig Ewing, who is not sure what his ma- some that in order for me to
Why do gun nuts think.they are being singled out by being asked to fill out more detailed jar is this week, writes a biweekly column for register for the summer
forms and waiting until the information has the Future.
semester, I would have to pay

and they , had no other choice
but to answer the call.
Secondly, the Druse are not
fighting Christians. They are
fighting Phalangists.· President Amin Gemayel's father,
Pierre, established this neofascist group during World
War II · after many visits .to
Hitler's Germany. Pierre was
impressed and named his new
party after the infamous
Phalange Party in Spain. Furthermore, although Gemayel
is a scion of Lebanon's Chris· tian community, not all the
denominations support him.
Indeed, within the Christian.
body itself, a power struggle
exists betweei\ ~he family
warlords.
Lastly, the Druse have
legitimate aspirations of their
'own for which they fignt
When Reagan backed one faction, Gemayel' s, the Druse
turned to Syria for arms, and
arms only. The conflict
became East-West to Reagan,
and the Druse became the
enemy. Wrong .
Donna Hatoum
English and Radio/TV

Justice is lost
on ticket. appeal

Ewing-----------:------------

n

·--- --- -----------"'

,,.. -~

the ticket.
Also, there is no form of ap· peal permitted after the ticket
is paid. Therefore, there is no
form of refund.
··How important can the
citation payments from appealed cases be to hamper the
very hub of this institution
from registering for their
classes?
There must be an alternative appeal system to allow ·
a student his or her right to
appeal .w ithout a cost of skipping a semester to do it!
James Catalano
f:iuil engineering
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University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)

855-0881
Time wise • SOC is closer
to students in yell~w area
than the main campus is!
Consider traffic, 1-4,
EfW Expressway, distance...
e.g. save 10 minutes ·
from·Altamonte Springs

~

~

......

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS .
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park
On South U.S. 441
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

.(

TAKE.ADVANTAGE OF THE REDUCED SUMMER TUITION FEES
I

'*'To ensure your place·in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855· 0881) -

10·5 any day...

.

You

.

then register for Main Campus Courses at your scheduled appointment time bygoilig to the Problem Table.
..
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REG
KEY

PFX

....
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9

SEC

'

~suMME' R

SEM
HRS ·

MAC

1104

51

3

18

51
51
51

3

B-

-

c-
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~
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....

DAY

TIME.

MTWR

6-8

PM

MW

6-9
6-9
6-9

PM
PM
PM

JULY 27

COLLEGE ALGEBRA
MAY 7

3170 BUL 3111
, 3158 MAN 3025 .
3146 MAR 3023

....

COURSEnTLE

JUNE

2043

1914 .

JUNE 29

LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT OF ORGANIZATIONS
MARKET! NG

MW
TR

GRADUATE ENGINEERING classes also available at SOC. PLEASE CALL
COMPUTER SERVICES
AT SOC: .We have a Decwriter II computer terminal tied to the main
.
campus. UCF students located in SOC' s service area are encouraged to use this equipment.

Paved & Lighted Parking

Textbook Sales

EARTH
WALK
A 5:000 Mile
Photo Odyssey

t

The Walker Brothers retraced that 1
trail. camping sometimes on the t
mossy roofs of the abandoned
1
caretaker cabins. They encounBY BYRON LAURSEN
tered bears, but both humans and
The Walker Brothers have spent grizzlies stayed distant. Except for
more time walking than the Blues one inquisitive bruin, who came so
Brothers ever spent singing the close he nearly left a moist noseblues. Muscle power alone carried print on the camera's lens . As
David and Phil Walker more than local Indians had advised. the hik5.000 miles from the tip of Alaska ers laid low in the presence c:if
to the Mexican border during the bears and did not run or show
14 month;; of June 1974 to August fear.
1975 . It was a journey worth
On one Canadian mountain
documenting : the Walker Brothers range they had to maintain a
shot countless frames, all color steady pace throughout the day
slides, of vast and snowy moun- and climb rapidly into their sleeptain ranges. of sun-bleached ing bags at ·night. Otherwise. their
moose antlers lying in a stream own perspiration might have fro- ..,,.
bed. of sniffing, inquisitive grizzly zen . On another range their camp
bears. of hang glider pilots and stove broke . They had to melt
rock climbers high in the Sierra snow for drinking water by carrying
Nevada mountains of California.
bags of the 'frozen stuff next to •
The saga of the Walker Brothers· their bellies. And it takes a heap of
trip will be told on 80 campuses snow to make just a swallow of
during the 1983-84 school year. water. On yet another Canadian
Eastman Kodak Company. which is range, they bucked a zero-visibility
sponsoring the college tour. be- blizzard all the way to the base of lllil"l;:. 1 ,,..~'.l.
lieves it's a dramatic way of show- the mountain .
ing how photography enhances
The adventurers re-met civilizalife's experiences. The Earthwalk tion in Vancouver. B.C.. just above
show is powerful evidence for the state of Washington. A canoe
trip down through Puget Sound
Kodak's belief.
Nine Kodak Carousel projectors, landed
them
at
Olympia.
linked up and cued by computer- Washington. As on previous canoe
timed signals. project the story of ventures in Canada, equipmi:nt
the Walker Brothers' odyssey. As was loaned to them by people
the
story
progresses
and whom they had met along the
breathtaking mountain tops are journey. Further logistical support
followed by densely overgrown came from their parents. who artrails and wildlife encounters, an ranged for packages of food , clothevocative sound track underlines ing, fjlm and equipment at key
each moment~ Musical passages spots along the route. Such supfrom the works of Vangelis, Pink port can be important on a trip
Floyd, Jean-Luc Ponty a~d the Alan that wears o_
u t four pairs of hefty
Parsons Pro1ect are interwoven, mountaineering boots'
nt\
creating a tap~stry of s?unds that
'.n~kking inla_nd. they .scaled Mt.
~LKER BROT~ERS'
ranges from rich, soaring synthe- Rainier as an 1ntroduct1on to the
sizer crescendos to demure acous- famous Cascade Range. They then
tic guitar passages.
followed the range down towards
ALAS";'~
Essential to the sound track is Oregon . Fortunately, they passed
the so.norous narration of Ors~n through before the devastating Mt.
Welles . The brothers set their St. Helens eruption in southwestWE~~
sights on Welles for the proje~t. ern Washington .
but _neede~ a full year to gain h~s
audien ce There's no way Orson s
g?ing to read this stuff.:· a Welles
aide -de -camp admonished the
Walkers . To their surprise. the recl usive actor-director not only narrated for them, he also donated
his work. Obviously. as the tone of

CELEBD A'JE·
THE
INCREDIBLE 5 000 ILE ODYSSEY
FROM
TO MEXICO \ ~
KA
FEATURING THE MUSIC Of \IANlllJS
y ·ORSON
NARRATION B
. Neari~g tr_ail 's end after travers- PRODUCED BY BRIAN ;\A/
. INT ftQP:-..
mg California's southern deserts.
~
the . Walker Brothers accelerated INTEANATIONAL LTD.
:- .
their pace. Newspaper reporters,
who had followed the pair intermittently ever since Alaska. arrived
on schedule at the Mexican border
for the finale. only to learn that

co,,iction in Welles· voice indi- the brothers had arrived there one
cates, he was impressed.
For all th ir determination, the
Walker Brothers began their journey with a false start Leaving Anchorage under 80-pound packs
during a surge of early spring
warmth . they sank into the mushy
snowpack even when wearing
· snow shoes. After seven days. they
limped back home.
Six weeks later they launched
themselves for good. Still. the twin
discouragements of monster mosquites and rain-spotted , muddy
terrain almost forced them to quit
again Once out of Alaska the
brothers f und fewer obstacles
The Yukon Telegraph Trail was
the only commun ication linkup to
the far north until World War II.
Now it's a seri s of weathered
t legr ph ~oles and cru'.1"'bling
outpo t cabms where repair workrs nee lived and spent their days
patrolling for fall n wire Grizzl ies.
wh ich nc ranged way into Cali f rn ia, r t ill ra th r plentiful in
th Yuk n T legraph Tra i l area

'l

'

,

l

j

SPONSORED BY KODAK )
~·

•
1

day earlier.
,..
Happily, though. their parents '
anticipated the fast finish . They •
were the o~ly witnesses at the Don't touch tfiat dial! If Earthwalk
close of the 1ourney.
Happily . also . the Walker comes to your campus. you may
Brothers knew from the start that want to stay tuned in for Kodak's
their long sojourn was going to be Plioto Seminar in tlie' weeks tliat folworth recording. Essential to their low . Watch your campus newspaper
gear were a pair of 35 mm single- for advertisements. look for Kodak's
lens-reflex cameras. a tripod and posters, or simply d1eck witli your
numerous rolls of Kodachrome Student Activities Board .
film Their current trek - across 80
Eacli of Ifie 80 campuses liosling
campuses - is going to be nearly E rth
lk 'II b · -1 db
Ii 1
as demand i ng as the original. a wa wr e visi e Ya P 00
Each show takes six hours of setup expert from ~astman Kodak Comtime and :n Kodak Carousel slide pany wlio ·wdl present tlie Kodak
tray changes. Running time of the Pfroto Seminar. Tfie Seminar. inshow is just under one hour. tended for students wfro want to
They've previewed the show at Al- learn more about pliotograpfiy . will
liance for Surv ival benefits near (1appen approximately two weeks
the i_ r ho:ne base_of Zuma Beach. after eac!r Earthwalk showing . A
California The impact of those variety of topics are covered by Ifi e
presentations has proven the dif·u l"d t f I ·11 1 t
1
ficu lt setup to be worth wh ile. The ec 1urer ~ 1 1 5 1 es 0 re P 1 us ra e
spir it of adventure conveyed by eacJi toplC. Interspersed lllf?ug~10ul
Eartlr walk might last some viewers Ille program are opportu111t 1es for
a lifet ime.
questions and advice Trrere is no

charge fo r tfie Sem inar
Among tfr e topics : Composition.
Camera Handling. Exposure. Depth
of Field. Film. Lenses. Filters. Existing L1gl1 t. People Pliotograpf1y.
L1gl1l 111g an d Pri:e-Winn ing Pielu res

Wednesday
March 7
4:00 & 7 :00 pm
Student .C enter
Auditorium
Free Admission

r
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Official
Miss America
Preliminary Pageant

MISS U.CF
Candidates who missed the first meeting
can stiU attend the second on: ·
MARCH 2, 1984
.
6-9 SOL .
Applications are due ·o n Marc-h· 5!!
Call: Michelle 657-2397
·Lori 275-8136 ·

alternative entertainment for
students MARCH 2•7 UCF

Miller High Life
. presents

· video night
Knights Den

6:00 & 9:00 sea
courtesy of Lowenbrau

~~~

Meister Brau
Mini Golf ~pen
just $3.00
As good as Pebbl~
Beach but at a
better price.
Putt-Putt Golf
Course in
Altamonte

9:30 SCA
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''Funnier than 'L'
· - THE LETIER B

I.OWENBRAU

SESAME STREET

Presents

"They shouldn't get respect
SIR RODNEY OF DANGERFIELD
el.ther', GUTTERFIELD
NEW JERSEY

SAT. M_A RCH 3

6:00 and 9:00
SCA drafthouse
·Sun. March 4
8:30 SCA
. ALL SHOWINGS ARE FREE

Bere'S .~o good friends.

,

Lowenbrau
Movie
· Blue Thunder
6 & 9 pm SCA

4
Lowenbrau
Movie
Blue Thunde1
8:30pm SCA

Meisterbrau
Spring Fling

Mini Golf Open
Student Talent Night
8 pm SCA

SX Sweetheart Ball

. 7

6

5

8

9

15

16

ADPI Black
Diamond Ball
Blue Thunder
6-9.pm SCA

Earthwalk
Multi-Media Show
4 & 7 pm SCA
WDIZ Funny Farm
9:30 SCA

Panhellenic Alcohol Awareness Week

12

11

13

1

rlorlda Prlmarv

Sprln

18

19

Ft. Lauderdale
Beach Trip thru 18th

Break

20

21
Green Entertainment

School Resumes
I

rnatlonal Student W

k

PAC Is funded through the Activities and Services Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of the University of Central Florid
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A STUDENT
TALENT SHOW .

SPONSORED. BY THE ·
·AMERICAN EXPRESS@
CARD

MARCH 6 & 27 ·.
(Applications in by March 19)

· 8pm SCA

\

FINAL TALENT
. SHOWCASE.

.

APRIL 3 .8pm SCA
For More Information Call 275-2611

Spring Break Trip
All people going on the
trip need to bring in the
final payment by March
7. Those still interested
in going need to contact
· Sc 215.

hang in
there...
he's -coming!

Men of UCF
Calendars
On sale for only $3.
Get .them in Room 215
of the student center
from 9am-9pm.

·Josh Mc ·Dowell
March 28
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'Late Night' sidekick may be a hero for the '80s
by Wayne Starr ·
Future staff

era of television
E very
has had characters who
stand out mainly because of
their overwhelming stupidity.
. · · Jethro Bodine, played by
Max Baer, or' The Beverly·
Hillbillies is a perfect example from the 1960s; Ted Baxter, played by Ted Knigh~, 9n

Starr's
Celebrity
Showcase
The Mary Tyler Moore Show,
perfect from the '70s.
In the '80s, a decade that so
far does not know what it
really wants to be, a decade in
which we all agree it's not
worth the effort to try and
restructure our whole society,
but at the same time desire to
expand our horizons beyond
our home computers, it seems
quite appropriate to have as a
hero a person who may be a
little thick, but in a natural,
non-phony type of way.
Such a man is Larry "Bud"
Melman, president of Melman
Bus Lines, TV pitchman of
Mr .. Larry's Mystery Dinners
and Toast on a Stick, and
general butt of a thousand
barbs tossed his way by the
amiable host of Late Night

with David Letterman.
America has fallen in love
with this middle-aged paunchy gentleman, who did not
make his television debut until January 1983, at age 62,
"though most people think
I'm in my late fifties."
A single man, Melman ·s ays
that for the first · fifty or so
he had
years of his life
various jobs, "anything I
could do to make ~nds i:neet
and support myself.".
Then he woke up one day,
decided he wanted to become.
an actor and enrolled in a New
York acting school. He quit
school after . two years
because "I felt it was a
crutch. In order to do
anything I needed to apply
what 'I had learned. "
He found work in off·
Broadway productions of
Philadelphia.Here I Come and
A Streetcar Named Desire
and appeared in a few films
made by students at New
York University. Then, out of
the blue, lightning struck.
"One of the films I was in
was called King of the Zees,"
Melman explains, "and a couple of the .~ate Night writers
saw it and showed a clip_to
David. David liked me and
they hired me, as simple as
that."
·
So while everyone else in
the cast has added responsibilities in addition to playing s~cond banana to Letter-

z~

0

0.r::.
0..

David Letterman thanks Larry "Bud" Melman for hosting part of NBC-TV's Late Night
With David Letterman show.
man-Paul Shaffer leads the
band, Bill Wendel is the announcer, Bob' Rooney. does
sound-Melman is the only
one who gets by just being
himself. "They call me when
they need me. I usually go in
two or three days a week,'' he
said.
The rest of the time
Melman, not his real name,
spends his time at the theater
and watching sports, since he

has no need to fine tune his
acting talents. According to
NBC press spokesman Peter
Spivey, Melman is a natural
who does not need to act.
"It's not a put-on," Spivey
says, ''The way he is on the
show is really the way he is.''
Melman says his current
position as huckster of the
off-beat items and participant
in various Late Night skits
has evolved slowly over the

last year. "It started -0ut as a
gimmick,'' he says, ''I was
hired to be president of
Melman Productions, the
company that supposedly
produces the show. Breakjng
out into the other things just
seemed to come naturally. I
work well with David and the
other guys."
Though it came relatively
Larry, page 23

Mangione concert
d treat for the ears
by Ted Barnett
Future staff

discussing his
W hether
perso_n a·l life or

Darryl Hannah stars ~s a mermaid who falls in love with a Manhattan bachelor, played by
Tom Hanks in Touchstone Films' first release, Splash.

'Splash' is a real fis.h story
by Tandy Abernathey
Special to the Future

plash, a romantic comedy about a New York
bachelor who unknowingly
falls in love with a mermaid,
is a -clever enough little story
that manages .to stay afloat
due to some genuinely funny
scenes and a hilarious supporting cast.
· The first feature film released under the Disney organization 's new Touchstone Films
subsidiary, Splash is directed
by Ron Howard and produced
·by Brian Grazer, whose

S

earlier collaboration was the
hit comedy Night Shift.
Director Howard does an
impressive job of keeping a
fast pace throughout the film.
Madison the Mermaid,
played by Daryl Hannah,
saves Allen, played by Tom
Hanks, from drowning off the
coast of Cape Cod. Later, she
arrives in New York City
searching for him to return
his wallet. The two eventually
meet and fall in love; however,
she cannot marry him
because she can only survive
out of water for seven days
and even then only under a

full moon.
Eventually the federal
government finds out about
the mermaid and a race ensues.
TI:ie screenplay by Lowell
Ganz, Babaloo Mandel and
Bruce Jay Friedman, based
on a story by producer Brian
Grazer, blends a great deal of
humor into this rather unique .
tale, but somehow Splash
never seems to really get out
of port. There seems to be too
many rules placed on the mermaid. Why does she have only
Splash, page 27

answering questions from a
fan, Chuck Mangione showed
Sunday night at a packed Bob
Carr Auditorium that he considers his audience important.
The Ctiuck Mangione
Quintet opened the concert
with a medley from previous
albums including Feels So
Good and Land of Make
Believe.
Mangione played several
songs from his current album
Journey to the Rainbow in.eluding the jazzy ''Love Bug
Boogie," featuring the impressive · playi1'g of multitalented Chris Vadala. He
also played a beautiful love
song entitled "Do I Dare Fall
in Love" which seemed to appease the audience as much as
a
soft
marshmallow
milkshake. The musicians
themselves seemed to enjoy
playing this number as much
as the audience enjoyed
listening to it. The bass
guitar kept his eyes closed
during the entire number and
there was a nice solo featuring

Vadala on the tenor sax.
Mangione really opened up
to the· crowd. He mentioned
that nine months out of the
year he tours and records, and
in the Ii ttle free time he has,
he likes to attend baseball
games. The way to -get the
best seats at a ballgame is to .
play the national anthem,
which is what he usually does
at the games he attends.
During the second part of
the program, Mangione
played three themes from his
current album, along with_ a
song dedicated to his father,
Frank "Poppa" Mangione,
who was ~ 'hustling albums
and T-shirts in the lobby."
The title of the song is "70
Years Young," and it
featured .a great guitar solo
by Harris.
During the mellow ''Please
Stay The Night" number, the
audience had the opportunity
to watch Mangione hug his
flugelhorn, which is his
trademark.
One of the evening's
highlights came during his
"Love Theme For Consuelo,"
which featured Vadala on
Chuck, page 27
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Spunky performers make
'Mack and Mabel' a success
by· Ted Barnett
Future staff

History is full of unsolved
mysteries and Hollywood is
no exception. Over the years
"tinsel town" has been
plagued with some real
spellbinders that have left
many a historian puzzled.
Questions like ''Was Marilyn
Monroe murdered?," "Was
Fatty Arbuckle really guilty
in his famous rape case?,"
and "Is Pia Zadora really
from Mars?,'' are still
unknown events even today.

and Mabel, '' the UCF working as a delivery girl for
Theater's current production. a New York deli. The "Look
What Happened to Mabel"
O~iginally produced on number brings the play to life
Broadway in 1974, starring and the story's love song, ''I
Robert Preston and Ber- Won't Send Roses " is nicely
nadette Peters, " Mack and done.
Mabel" did a nose dive, closSet desigi{er Charles Chaping after only five weeks.
man
allows the audience to
Perhaps if the.Broadway versee
three
totally different
sion had half the spunk and
angles
of
a
railway car. The
energy of the UCF cast,
cast
makes
the best of a
"Mack and Mabel" would
have achieved · the- success it hysterically tacky Roman
Day type number entitled "I
deserves.
Wanna Make the World
I ts director, Dr. Marilyn Laugh" complete with a
McKay, brings a number of classic pie fight sequence. ·
very nice touches to the McKay also adds actual film
"Mack and Mabel" story, footage of the real silent
treating it as a frustrated love screen days. The show even
affair in parall~l with the has a line of chorus line cuties
growth of silent film comedy. which get good exposure as
McKay keeps a fast-paced the Mack Sennett Bathing
tempo throughout the entire Beauties.

Somewhere, lost among the
stardust, is the unsolved
murder of silent film director
~ William Desmond Taylor in
~ 1922. Add to this· the story of
~ silent film producer Mack
~ Sennett and his star Mabel
~Normand and you have the play, starting with director
.
Mabel, Beth Walker, learns how to ride a horse in the theater basis of the musical "Mack Sennett discovering Mabel
. department's production of "Mack and Mabel."

~~11!
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is bringing the beach to you with.a very special
party, so no matter what your Spring Break plans,
get ready to ...

ON

CAMPUS

Wed., March 7, 11 :OOam

~
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But th~ best staged number
in the entire show is "When
Mabel Comes in the Room.''
McKay has Mabel enter not
only from the back of the
stage, but from the storage
room behind the stage, adding real dimension and feeling to the production. It really appears as if Mabel is
strolling through a real studio
sound stage. Elizabeth Parsons' choreography is the star
here, full of high kicks and
spin turns.
As Mabel Normand, Beth
Walter is quite appealing.
. Walter has a voice "as
beau~iful
as a spring
morning," to coin a phrase
from Sennett himself. Walter
does not seem to have the
space-queen sleaze that was
so intriguing about the Mabel
character but she does have
the necessary spirit Mabel
had and she dances well also.
Brian Double as Mack Sennett has the sufficient stage
presence but he is not quite
tough enough to convincingly
portray th.e bitter wheeler
dealer that S.e nnett was. Dou·
ble would be more suitable as
Curly from "Oklahoma," but
he does have a lovely singing
voice and he complements
Mabel's character well.
Laura T. Mark is funny as
Sennett's wisecracking gal
Friday, Lottie Adams. She
looks like Liza Minelli during
her big number ''Tap Your
Troubles Away," but the
band drowns out her singing
and the number is not really
the show stopper it should
have been.
Joel Hawkins brings all the
right touches to the clownish
Wally, reminiscent of Clem
Cadiddlehopper. As Ella,
Jane Vest is never seen
without her birdcage and as
Mr. Kleiman and Mr. Fox,
Bobby Pruitt and Don

1984 Adolph Coors Company, Golden. Colorado 80401 · Brewer of Fine Oua111y Beers Since 1873

Play, page 26
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On
Record

by Richard Truett
Future staff

The fact that The
Pretenders still exist as a.
viable, working, hit-making
band is something of a
miracle. In the last 20 months
lead
guitarist Jam es
Honeyman-Scott and bass
player Pete Farndon have
both succumbed to drug
related deaths. The loss of
these two key members may
have slowed down The
Pretenders' rise to the top,
but it certainly has not stop·
ped it.
The group 's new album,
Learning To Crawl, is loaded
with hits: last year's top five
smash, "Back On The Chain
Gang," "My City Was
Gone," the British Christmas
hit "2000 Miles," and the new
American hit, ''Middle Of The
Road."
So, just who is The

,..

Pretenders now, anyway? It
now consists of Martin
Chambers, drums and vocals;
Robbie Mcintosh, guitar and
vocals; Malcolm Foster, bass
and vocals; and Chrissie
Hynde, guitar and vocals,
who has been the focal point
of the band since its inception
in late 1979.
"Middle Of The Road" is
pure, unadulterated rock. It is
a breath of fresh air on
today's stale music scene. A
remake of the old Persuaders'
hit, "Thin Line Between Love
And Hate" shows just how
versatile The Pretenders can
be. Once a soul hit, now it is a
powerful ballad: ''The
sweetest w:oman in the world
could be the meanest woman
in the world if you make her
that way. She might be
holdin' something inside
that'll really hurt you one
day.''
Hynde may not be a great
singer, but she is effective.
You'll never hear her singing
anything as mundane as
"You're a real tough cookie
with a long history of breaking little hearts like the one in
me." Along with Elvis
Costello, she is one of the better songwriters to emerge in
the past few years.
One can only hope that the
current crop of Pretenders
will be around for a while.
With Learning To Crawl, The
Pretenders is starting to look
like the next big band in rock
'n' roll.

Page 21
heard, either the Kinks' version, or someone else's version, such as Van Halen.
"You Really Got Me" is here,
along with ''Where Have All
The Good Times Gone?,"
''All Day and All of The
Night," and "Tired of
Waiting For You."

by Vicki White
Features editor

The rest of the songs are
not too familiar, unless you
happen to be one of those individuals who has collected
everything The Kinks have
ever done . ."Stop Your Sobbing" is one that appears on
their recent One For The
Road LP and was borrowed
by The Pretenders for their
first album.

Every so often, record companies will send us a few
albums to review. A lot of the
time, they are acts that no
one has ever heard of, but
when I opened up last week's bunch of goodies, all I had to
see was the words The Kinks
"Dedicated Follower Of
across the top. I grabbed it Fashion" also appears on The
with my clammy little paws- Kink Kronikles album. It
this one was mine to review. shows singer/songwriter Ray
Davies' wicked sense of
When I got it the rest of the humor-he often pokes fun at
way out of the envelope, I human foibles and frivolity.
noticed that the album title " ... He thinks he is a flower to
was A Compleat Collection. be looked at. When he pulls
"Nuts, " I tho_ught. "Another his frilly nylon panties rightgreatest hits collection.'' The up-tight, he feels he is a
Kinks have put out several of dedicated follower of
those, not to mention several fashion. " Fortunately, age
live albums as well, in their has not mellowed him, either,
judging from the lyrics of
20-year history.
"Labor Of Love" on their
Boy, was I in for a surprise. latest album, State Of ConfuThis album contains several s ion.
songs that have not been
heard since they were first
''Long Tall Sally'' is the onreleased in the early '60s. Of ly song on the album that was
course, there is still some of not written entirely by
the stuff that everyone has Davies. It's fairly rowdy for

its time, but The Atlanta
Rhythm Section does a better
live version on its Are You
Ready! album. It just seems
to be one of those songs that
was made for southern rock 'n
roll groups.
There is a Ii ttle surprise on
the album-a short instrumental cowritten by
Davies, titled "Revenge." It
is so short, in fact, that it
sneaks by you if you are not
listening for it. Nonetheless,
it gives the lead guitarist a
chance to do some fast and
furious guitar playing.
Jon Tiven, who compiled
the album, wrote the liner
notes explaining why each
song was chosen. This is sort
of like a mini history lesson
on The Kinks and it has all
kinds of little tidbits about
the group. The album itself is
like a trip back in time, since
all the music on it comes from
roughly ·t he early to midSixties. There is no bouncing
back and forth from time
period to time period on every
track. It's a great album for
people who are interested in
hearing some of the early
music by The Kinks but who
do not exactly have the time
or money to chase down all .of
their early albums. Also,
some of them are out' of print.

On Record, page 22
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In addition, it provides a
look at ·the roots of a band
that has always been a little
different, never compromising its unique style, even at
the expense of obscurity. As
one of Davies' songs on the
album goes, "I'm Not Like
Everybody Else."

by Joe Jervis
Future staff

The new Pointer Sisters
album, Break Out, is their
fourth collaboration with producer Richard Perry and it's
their best. Bonnie Pointer left
the group in the late seventies
and ever since then Ruth,
Anita and June .h ave joined
with Perry to produce great
pop classics.

Starting in 1978 with their . Halen tune.) Hopefully
version
of
Bruce "Jump" will be the next
Springs teen' s ''Fire,'' which single released, it has the inwent all the way to No. 2-to vigorating Pointer magic that
last year's frenetic "I'm So can pack a dance floor.
Excited" (which I'm still ex''Dance Electric'' and
cited about!) they have put ''Neutron Dance'' are
seven finely crafted pop gems mediocre attempts to cash in
'
on the current incarnation of
on the charts,.
This year's entry expresses the dance craze. The cu ts are
the considerably more syn- relatively melodic and very
thesized dance sound that well-produced, but on an
they explored last year with album of this quality they by Vicki White
"I'm So Excited." The just do not shine.
Features editor
"Nightline," "Telegraph
Who is Delia Bell? With a
creamy pop is still there, but
this time it's surrounded by Your Love" and "Operator" name like that, she could be
succeed considerably more. some young, wide-eyed, innorichly layered synthesizers.
"I Need. You," the first " Nightline" in particular has cent country girl. Well, not
single off · the album did sur- a driving beat and superb exactly. She looks like she
prisingly poorly-barely den- synthesizer work. The other could be somebody's mom,
ting the charts. All three girls two cuts manage to recreate albeit a rather glamorous
share vocals here, and the the Pointer three-part har- mom, with her afro hairstyle
result is a delectable mid- mony in a dance mode and her designer jeans.
tempo ballad along the lines without seeming forced.
But don't let that fool you.
of "Slowhand," their earlier
"Easy Persuasion" is one of . She has a very sweet, clear
hit.
their trademar·k ballads. voice, like that of a young,
The
current
single Smooth and delicious, it is a wide-eyed, innocent country
"Automatic" is a more pleasant respite from all the girl. And she sings traditional
upbeat cut in which Ruth uptempo material on the se- country songs in her album
cries: ''All I can manage to cond side.
Delia Bell, none of that elecOverall,· Break Out is a trifried stuff they call
push from my lips is a string
of absurdities." It does not cohesive, excellent album. "crossover country."
Bell was discovered by Emread like it would make for a There is not a bad cut on the
catchy tune, but it does.
LP, and even the average mylou Harris, another tradiPossibly the best cut on ones stand out when com- tional country artist. Harris
· "Break Out" is "Ju.µip" (No pared to some of the drivel produced the album and also
not a remake of the Van alongside of it in the .store.' plays on it with a few

SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING MAJORS
If you want a -challengfng and rewarding career, ever- increasing
responsibility, the opportunity to work with some of the best scientific
minds in the world, and the prestige of being a commissioned officer;
then you want the Air Force.
Engineers in today's Air Force receive these and many more opportunities as leaders in aerospace technology. Plus th~ Air Force offers
many benefits unequaled in private industry, such as 30 days of vacation
with pay each year.
If you hold or are about to receive a degree in any science
or engineering discipline, and want more details on
the Air Force, contact your nearest Air Force
recruiter.·

members of her Hot Band,
Emory Gordy, who plays
bass, and Glenn D. Hardin,
who plays piano. Also appearing on the album are Chet
Atkins, who plays lead
acoustic guitar in "I Forgot
More (Than You'll Ever
Know About Him)" and
"Good Lord A'Mighty."
In "Flame In My Heart,"
which was cowritten by
George Jones and Bernard
Spurlock, she does a duet
with John Anderson that
almost sounds ·like one of
Jones ' duets with Tammy
Wynette. Anderson sounds so
much like Jones it is as if it is
deliberate. However, Bell has
a much more pleasant voice
than Wynette.
"Don't Cheat In Our
Hometown" is a cut that Bell
makes sound like Wynette in
a good mood. It is about a
woman with a man that likes
to chase around. She tells him
that's fine, just as long as he
does not · do it in their small
country town. In country
songs, the women are always
long-suffering.
The next cut, "I Forgot
More (Than You'll Ever
Know About Him)" is
another one of those cheatin'
songs. Bell's · voice is soft,
maybe even a little mournful
on this one, and the tempo is
slow and easy. Things perk up
on the next song, a sort of
honkytonk number called
"Back Street Affair," which
is, obviously, another cheatin'
song.
.
"Coyote Song" is an upbeat
song that gives Carl Jackson
a chance to show off some
serious banjo playing-it
even has a banjo solo. That is
what is so good about this
album-the music is simple,
yet beautiful, and it does not
hide Bell's voice. Sometimes
the only thing standing between mediocre artists and
obscurity is the fact that they
have a backup band that does
a good job of covering up
their faults. Bell's voice has
the strength to stand alone.
On the fast-paced cut,
'.'Weary Heart," Jackson
plays a mean guitar and banjo, and she just follows it
along, going from soft and
sweet to loud and proud in
one breath. "Good Lord
A'Mighty" is a joyful hymn
that tells of the Lord's second
coming:
'''Good
Lord
A'mighty, there he stands up
on the mountain, just like he
promised he would do some·
day," and speaks to all the
backsliders out there: "Which
direction are you headin'-are
you runnin' toward the mountain, or are you going to the
valley to hide your face?"
All in all, it's a good solid
album for traditional country
music lovers. If you 're into
Kenny Rogers' latest album,
which should actually be called The Bee Gees Try Country, you wonld probably hate
Delia Bell. BuL if you are into
Harris or The Whl tes, or if
you like Anderson, this album
is going to be a real treat for
you.
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late in life, recognition is sud- too. The native Brooklynite
denly flowing his way. He can no longer walk the streets
says he has "at least two fan of
the
Big
Apple
clubs," one in Manhattan and anonymously-he is constantone "someplace else" and was ly stopped and asked for
recently interviewed by the autographs, something he
Washington Post. He has also does not mind at all. "I love
appeared on radio talk-shows it," he says. "A lot of the peoin such diverse locations as ple who know me are colle&'e
Des Moines, Chicago and students. I seem to be most
Toronto, and was featured popular with the younger agerecently on Entertainment groups. ' '
Tonight.
He went to Philadelphia
recently to do his first standup comeP.y work, along with
Late Night semi-regular Pee
Wee Herman. "It's my first
performance outside Late
Night as myself rather than
as an actor' ' and he was really
10oking forward to it, he said.
''The people from Entertainment Tonight just· called up
and asked. if they could shoot
it and I said sure, I'd be
delighted. ' '

The job has also given him
the opportunity to get out of
New York. When the ca~t
went to the Virgin Islands as
the ''Official Talk Show of the
Virgin Islands Olympic
Team,'' Melman went along.
"I'd never been to the
Virgin Islands before, but it
was well worth it. It's like
paradise down there.''

Melman appeared in several
of the Virgin Islands
segme~ts including one in
· which, nattily attired in beach
The sudden fame has wear, he asked, " What 's betchanged his life in other ways ter than lying in a lounge

chair on the beach in the
Virgin Islands? Lying on thirty lounge chairs." Seeing him
climb atop thirty chairs piled
on top of each other was
hilarious, as was his performance in "hotel room etiqu~tte, " a bit in which Letterman announced '' Reme~ber,
don't stuff the hotel towels in
your suitcase, because then
you won't have any room for·
the sheets and blankets.' ' In
that skit Melman got to show
off his infamous laugh, a
tremendous cackle deliberatly
delivered at the most nonfunny moments.

no misbegotten v1s10ns of
grandeur. Outside of the fact
that he has had no real offers
to do any other TV shows or
make feature films, Melman
is. quite content to stay ·where
he is.

"Dave may kid me a little,"
he says, "but really
everybody here has been just
wonderful to me. We 're one
•
big happy family. "

Why be careful with fire
in the forest?
Pick a reason.

''The laugh is mine,'' he
says, ''but they tell me when
to use it."
Despite his fame, Melman
does not suffer from a swelled
head. Unlike other performers, such as Suzanne
Sommers and Chevy Chase,
who abandoned t he shows
t hat made thell). household
names_, Melman suffers from
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U.S.News & World Report ·presents

Metamorphosis

They Laughed When I Sat Down
to Create an Ad
B.ut When I Won the Competition!~
A

RTH UR h ad rece ntly crea led
a n ad for h is Ad ,·e r tis1ng 101
class. T he r oom r a n g w it h
ac co la des fo r hi s accomplishm e n t. I
deci ded th at t hi s woul d be a dra ma tic
momen t for me lo makt- my debut To
the a mazt me nt of a ll o( my fr iend ,;, I
s t ro de con fid en tl y over t o t h e t y pewriter an d sat down .

bo'J,?~kh~~c kfi,~0 ~i~e0 ~~~~.i~ kl~~ ~h~~~

The)· wcre a ll cert ai n th at I could n·t
create a single l h ing.
"Ca n he rea ll y crea te?" I hea rd a gi rl
wh is per to Ar thur.
" H ea,·e n s , no'. .. Arth ur ex cl ai med .
"He ne,·er created a n a d in a ll h is life
... But just you wa tch h im . Th is is

gojnJe~~db:dg~~d;ak~

t he most of the
si tu at ion . With mock d ign it y [t ook a
bl a nk piece of paper from tht: dra we r
a nd w it h a flo ur ish insert ed II behi nd
the pl aten a nd rolled it in _Place. Then
I rose a nd adjust"d thP chair and th rew
back my imagi na r y tuxedo t a! ls.
.. What d o you t hin k of h u· execu ·
t io n?.. called a voice frnm th e rear.
" We're in fa,·or of n '"ca mt back th e
' a nswer, a nd th e cr ow d r oc k ed " ' ith
la ugh te r.

... "Wh e re did you lea rn ?" - .. How
long h a\'e ym; studi ed?" - .. \\'ho u•as
your tea cher•"Cr ea ting advert is in g is a n a rt and
a scie n ce," I replied " Wi th j ust a li ttle
se lf confi dencr and some s t udy on the
pr inci ples r\·e di SCQ\•e r ed th a t I ha\•e
t a le n t I'm ncv. rea d \ t o trY my ha nd
an d ent.er the 19 4 Col legt: Newspa per
C rea tive Adnrtisi ng Competi t ion .'
"Te ll u s more about the Compe tit ion ;· the) al l dema nded .

How I Found Out About
the 1984 College Newspaper
Creative Advertising
Competititon

A Compl ete Triumph!
A; the las t word; filled the pape r. I
s ket ched a wr 1ter·s rough of the layout
and illustrauon T ht- r oom resounded
wnh a ,oudder. roar of a pplau::e I foun d
.m \ ,elf surr ounded b~ Pxc1ted faces
Hi•" m' fri end :: earned on' Mt-n ;;hook
mv ha nd - v. i1·d1y congTatulated me-:-pou ndtd nie on the l:.ack in thei r
enthusiasm ' Ev<'ry body wa s exclai m·
ing v. ith delight -:. ply 1 ~~. me wn h
Jack \~ hy didn t
ra pid que•tio n ~
you tell u; \'OU rnu ld rrea lt· Ii kt- that?"

.

.

J rih 11 C'ap/ 1•;

i< r 11 t1

.. or, "How to make a smooth transition from backpack to briefcase."
You'll never lose touch with the outside world wheri
you read U.S.News.
Get straight to the heart of the news that matters
with late-breaking updates from around the world .. .
expert analyses on politics, business and the economy ... forward-looking reports on trends that are
shaping America's job market, the way we live, your
future .
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and ·send in the coupon below.

C M A$·~(;J'dt~c~~lna;1l~ '.f...ard

And then I expl ai ned th at t he Col lege M edi a Ac •·iser s. my collt-ge ne wspape r a nd Dt-d i't Dins ion of Tht ?\ e w
Chrys ler Corporation were sponso rin g
a Crea ti ve Ad,·e rt is in g Competi t ion
open to all ::tudt-nts on campus. "The ·
Com pet itio n i s r eally s we ll ," I
exclai m ed .

St-cond Place
$1.'•·•:: Sch ola rsh'1p
CM..\ -s.h~r Pe nc il .. Award
Third Place
S ~•-..:: Sch olars hip
C MA .. Brvnze P e n cil° A" a rd

Send for All the
Competition Information
Th r r e a rr n. ~n tr y fe ~ > Fi ck up a n
t- ntn for m al th1 ; p artic i p~; . n11 col l tg~- n ew>pa pr r offi ce . or f1 l: out thE:
entr y for m inclu'd ed 1n th1 ~ ad

Then I Started to Create
lnsta n t h a t e nse s ilence fe ll on th e
g uests Th~ la ugh ter di ed on. thei r lips
as i f bv magic. I create d a co py
a pproach a nd hea d line I heard ga pes
of amaztme n t !>h fr iends sat brea thle ss - >pl'llbou nd!
I wrote on and as I wrote I forgot the
people around me I forgot the hour. th e
- place, t he breath less cr owd The littl e
· wC1rl d I ll\·ed in ;.eeme d t o fa d e seemed to grow dim - L:n rea l Only the
crea t1n l\ was r ea l O nl v the conce pt
a nd , isi on~ 11 brought ni e. \ ' 1>1ons as
beaut ifu ! a nd af changing as th e cl assir ad,~r11 s1 ng of J o h n C a p les a nd
othn ~reat ma sters.

deve lop ont pri nt ad vert i~e m ,; nt feat u ri ng the 18S ;;ubjert pr od uct - th.e
1 %~- Dodgt ::hytona Turbo Z You m a~
work a lone or 1r, tea ms.
The subm1;s i on~ w ill be re·.-ie" t-d by
the n ati cm:. ! Judgi n g rom'mi: te• a nd
each campu, winner w ill haH hi; her
ad &ppe a r ir. the pon;;orinE: colleg~
newspaper
F i r st. SHon d a nd T h i rd P lace
na ti on a ! w1:mrr; will bt selt-rtKl by the
sa me pa nel The na t io na: awa ·ds a re
First Place
W i n ni n ~ a d p la t ed i r. all
par:1c ipa t ing co llege
new;psP-'r• na ti o nw ide

r-Money-saving
- -.- -

The 198 4 Dc><lge Daytona Turbo Z
Compe tit ion S ubject ProduC't
T hen I t uld t hem the wh oli- story
") saw an rnt Hest rng ad in t he campu s n ewspa pe r: · I co n tinue d "It
sou nd ed cha llengi ng ."
" It's a n a11~na l co nt est j udge d by
adve r tising professiona ls a nd prac t it io ne rs I se nt fo r the Ce>m peti t ion Kii
a nd got all the rule; a nd procedu res
Thev e ven ~e~t me actu al m arkHi nf!
re fe.re nce or. the sub1ect product with
topy poin t' an d obJeCll \·es."
'The informa t wn a r rivt-d promptly
Hnd I sta rted in tha t ,·er~ nig ht t o
stud v the backg:-ou nd I wa, amazed to
set: ho'-' ea~\ 1: v.· a~ to p arti ci pate."
.. 1'1 ' entr; i; due or. M. &rch 24 a nd I
just kno" tlia· I'll be a finalis t··

Fame end Fortune Awaits .

1984 College S e ws pape r
Cre ative Adverti s ing C o mpe tition
P.O. Bo~ 121
Prin<' e ton. St>w Jers ey 08$40
t201 • 8i4-4923

Pl e~se se nd mt the Compet1t1or. Kit

-r1 ..._,

I
I

Student Coupon

0

YES, send me 23 weeks of
U.S.News & World Report for Of'\ly
$7 .97. I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77 % off the
cover price .
Name
SchoolName~~-------:--------

Address _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __ Apt. - - -Sthtt

Z.·

Tu!!E.hont ·

You l ac .. car. nov. en ter t ht· 195 4 Co llegr l\l' v.-,:p:.ptr C rea t ive A dve rt is rn~
CC'mpt- ll llon E nle rin ~ stu den tf mu st

th1 do.' ·' " adi•·rt1.•c,...,, nt

I
I

-

LauRhrd Whrn I Sat Dnrrn at th.· T'rnn o ··

1 CityiState - - - - -I u.s.News
I
& WOR LD RePORT

- -- - -- Zip - -- Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
2400 N St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

I
I

I
I
I

_______ _.J

Listen for the News Blimp, on
._
I by U.S.News & World Report.

WUCF. brought to you
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How to avoid getting 'taken' at the fair
by Richard Truett
Future staff

•

How many times have we
gone to a fair or carnival and
lost our shirts trying to win a
stuffed animal?
I've lost
mine more than I'd care to admit. It is so easy to get carried away and lose track of
how much money we spend at
all those games like Duck
Pond, Tag Balloon, or Cork
Gallery. Carnies,. or carnival
operators, know this.
In his recently published
book, Carnival Knowledge,
Gene ·Sorrows gives the 54
million people who flock annually to fairs and carnivals
some valuable informati9n on
how these games are
~ operated.
~ When he was just 15 years
~ old, Sorrows joined his
g hometown carnival in Atlana:
~ ta, Ga. For the next 15 years,
~ he learned the business; un~ fortunately, ~e learned that

not all of the carnies ran
honest carnivals. In . fact, at
one time, even Sorrows was
on the wrong side of the law.
Accqrding to the book: ''He
learned to wheel and deal; to
steal from people without
them ever realizing it. He
made lots of money conning
people out of every cent h~
could. Once he conned an Air
Force colonel out of $2, 700."
Sorrows reached the turning point one day in the parking lot of a shopping mall. He
conned a man out of his entire
paycheck. As he was leaving,
the man's· wife said, '' Heret
take our two children while
you're at it. You took all our
money and now we can't afford to feed them.'' Sorrows
returned the paycheck and
resolved then and there to do
what he could to expos~ the
criminals in the carnival industry and to µiake people
aware of what was going on.
The first thing he did was

to enlist the help of the media.
Extensive coverage by The
Washington Post as well as a
spot
on · the
ABC
new·s magazine 20120 got the
ball rolling. Along with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Sorrows pointed out and
helped to do away with
dishonest carnivals. With
Carnival Knowledge, he gives
the reader a de(ense against
the dishonest carnivals as
well as some very interesting
background knowledge.
Sorrows says, "I want the
carnival industry to return to
the principles on which it was ·
founded-good, clean, inexpensive family fun. The best
protection the public can have
is a strong knowledge of the
carnival. Armed with this·
knowledge, a person can learn
to recognize the good, honest
carnival games and have a
good time.''
Games, page 28

The scars
of an abused child
can stay with us
all his life.
~*- National
Committee for
-ymr:
Prevention of Child Abuse
Help us get to the heart of the.problem.

Write: Prevent Child Abuse, Box 2866, Chicago, Il~ois 60690
A. Public Ser11ice of This Newspaper & The

A~11e'rtising Council. !].
I
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WATERFRONT and
,SPORTS COUNSELORS
BOYS CAMP, BIRKSHIRE MOUNTAINS, MASS.
Swimming/WSI · ·Sailing • Water Ski in~ • Swim Team
Full 8 Week Season • Minimum Age: 20
Top salary'. room. board, laundry arid allowances.

::::

!ii

~.

Write .o r call collect: Mr. Shelly Weiner

New York Office: 5 Glen Lane,

-~~ 7'.:;:::~~·~~;)r;;~_;~~~J
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Wednesday, March 7, 1984~~ /'
4:00 pm & 7:00 pm .
~µ1.
Student Center Auditorium ,... -~,,, '
Free Admission
Sponsored by the Program
, and Activities Council

Class Starts

MCAT . March 17
LSAT
Mcirch 27
GRE
April 12
GMAT April 29
2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right tO cancel any class for
which there is insufficient enroUmenl.
Call for details
Days.Evenings.or Weekends

678-8400
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<lam bri bge

<tt r cle

Save Dad $9,000
Live In A New Townhome
For Him
,,/

,,/

/ '

It's Really True,
when your .dad buys a new town·
home and you live in it he will save
$2,500 on the down payment.

QuQUty construction Qnd
convenient floorplQns.
Plus a $2,300 Savings ·
we will pay all closing costs during
our preconstruction sale from now
through Feb.29. *
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Only $2,500 Down,
$331 per .mo.* .

Bedroom
13• •
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You can own a 2 bedroom 2112
bath townhome with di.shwasher,range,
microwave, refrigerator, washer ,dryer,
alarm system,and more.

L1 3(t
-.. +-~ - 0
- dw:1
I

Up
Living Room
UP -'--'--

available in the first full years
ownership.

Bedroom
13' • 11•

I

·::C:

Phone Home
Dad really can save money with
your help. We can help you show
hini how. Tell dad to call us
today or come by this week.

....:........:_
...
. : ... :
;

to $7,400 Tax Write-Off

.

SECOND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

University Blvd.

* S49,900 sole pnce.S47.400 mortgage amount
Based on 7% % conventional 30-yeor
financing . 13% APR. Limited to 3 total loon ponts .
lnleresl roles subiect to change without no11ce.

UCF
Ci

·c

...

Cambridge Circle

:ii

S.R. SO

Call John Nauman or
Dave Parker
9-5 Mon.-Fri~
Weekends by
(305) 273-0990
~dvantage Developement Corp.
appoint ment

>< J!~ca _Hours:

1
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'Statecraft as Soulcrafl' shows George Will's inimitable style
Reviewed by Rick Brunson
Future staff

If modern conservatism has
a Cicero, it is surely George
Will. Those acquainted with
Will's columns, which appear
in over 3'80 newspapers in the
United States and Europe,
and his television news commentary on ABC, are familiar
with the way his Oxfordtrained mind surveys the nation's social and political
landscape.

In silver-tongued oratory,
he espouses a ·return to traditional values by society and
to a philosophical understanding of politics by those in
government. To Will, politics
is an elevated art, too noble to
be left to politicians. As he
puts it, "Statesmen who are
unaware of the ideas that
shaped the institutions currently in their custody, and
uninterested in the ideas that
shape the expectations and
tolerances of the citizenry, are

statesmen governed by forces
they cannot comprehend."
From this definition of
politics comes the title of his
book,
"Statecraft
as
Soulcraft: What Government
Doe-s. ''
Will calls tlu\, his first fulllength book, an "exercise in
intellectual archeology." In it
he traces an idea back to the
founding fathers. An idea
that Will says is a defective
crack upon which our political
and social structure has been
built-'' there is no right principle of action but selfinterest.' ,.. Will contends that
this idea, along with the Hobbesian/Machiavellian tradition that gave it birth, defines
man as "a lump of. matter
whose most politically relevant attribute is a form of
energy
called
'selfinterestedness.' ' '

our wants and government by
our wickedness,'' will make
the population a collectivity
of selfish individualists
always incessantly clamoring
for a government they
distrust to cut them a check,
Will says.
"Regardless of democratic
forms," Will w:rites, "when
people are taught by
philosophy (and the social
cli:~nate) that they need not
· govern their actions by
calculations of public good,
they will come to blame all
sodal shortcomings on the
agency of collective considerations, the government,
and will absolve themselves."

Will says the remedy for
this malaise is for prudent
government to beiin to renew
its concern for the character
and inner life of its citizens,
i.e. "statecraft." He says the
aim of politics is "a warm
A system built upon the
citizenship, approximating
idea, as Thomas Paine wrote,
friendship, based on a sense
that "Society is produced by
of shared values and a shared
fate." He concludes that this
should come about through
the implemen ta ti on of
policies which "generate the
feeling that we are and ought
to be in some corporate enterprise that stands · for
something,'' and the encouragement of the "sorts of

involvements in particular institutions, public and private,
that are apt to summon the
better angels of the
citizenry's nature."
This is the message of
Will's book-virtuous citizenship, which he calls a state
mind. He says it is government's duty, along with other
institutions such as education
and religion, to help shape the
citizenry's passions and
desires away from s~lfish
ends and toward virtues such
as moderation, social sympathy and willingness to
sacrifice private desires for
public ends.
Will has taken some broadsides· from his fellow conservatives because of his affirmation of the welfare state
and his punchy accusations of
conservatism's shallow
analysis of social problems.
''Can there be a conservatism with a kindly face?
Can conservatives come to
terms with a social reality
more complex than their
slogans?" Will asks.
He says a welfare state is
indispensible to social cohesion and national strength; a
"wholesome ethic of common
provision. " Such a state
should be grounded ori ''considerations of prudence, intel~ectual integrity and equi-

t y. "

The weakness of Will's
book is the title-it is deceiving. It should be what government "should do," not "what
goverment does.'' It is a
philosophical text that is long
on theory but short on
specifics. At some points he
gets stuffy and reading
becomes muddled and
tiresome.
Will likes to drop a lot of'
names- Aristotle, Burke,
Lincoln, Plato, and the list
goes OJ).. Just check the index.
In one passage Will offers
quotes from deTocqueville,
Blackstone, John Marshall,
Oliver Wendell Holmes,
Hume, Spinoza, William
Penn, Adam Smith and
Thomas Jefferson-all in. two
paragraphs.
Will writes with a confidence and style that will pique the interest of any person, conservative or liberally
inclined, who senses the apparent danger our society is
in. In approaching the book,
it would also help if the reader
has an abnormal interest - in
political philosophy.

Play--from page 20

r-----....---..-.-.-....--------~-..-....--~---..-- Driggers carrying Cecilia

JOIN YOUR OLYl\llPIANS
/\ND GO FOR JOSTENS GOLD
·The Ground Round's Alive with

HAPPY
OUR''·
menu.!

* 1/2 Pound Burgers
. * Steak· (all sizes)

* Finger Foods

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER·
LADIES' IOI\ GOLD
ADAGIO

MEN'S IOK GOLD
CARAVEL

• fish 8r other Seafoods
See Your Jostens Representative for details of Jostens Easy Pa)ment Plans.

~~The. Goodtime

Meeting Place"

March 5-9
Date

2901 East Colonial Drive
East of Colonial Plaza ·
894-9705

10:00-4:00
lime

Bookstore
Place

---~

-===:;::;- -

-==

=

c.-.., ,.,_ ,,,..... ~ ... ----C ..;ROUND ROUND::> VISION 1983

QSe§)
IOSTENS IS THE OFFICIALA\VARDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1~~ 4 OLYMPIC GAMES

Cavallaro as a constaptly
screaming woman.
Reynolds are dead ringers for
the Smith Brothers ·cough
Drop Box label. Bradley
Crose is a ruthless William
Desmond
Taylor
and
Catherine Martin adds a nice
touch as 'the other woman,'
Phyllis. In one scene she
seems to slink right down a
boat ramp. There is even a
crazy ape portrayed by Mark
Music Director Don Fugate
opens the show with a good.
overture which reflects the
slapstick zaniness of the era,
but the band plays too loud
throughout the show, drowning out most of the singing.
~harles Chapman's sets are
cr~ative and mobile and his
costumes are good, especi~lly
those from "Tap Your
Troubles Away." The chorus
members are excellent and
keep the piay moving swiftly
as they dance, sing, move sets
and ad lib.
The entire cast does
something that is getting
rarer and rarer in live theater
these days. They all seem to
be enjoying themselves during the entire show. Should
someone miss a step or note
during one number- no problem. They will make up ·for it
· with enthusiasm and exuberance in the next one.
The production of "Mack
and Mabel" makes for a pleasant and spirited evening of
theater going. The audience is
left with only one question _on
their minds. "Who really killed
William
Desmond
Taylor?"
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Splash-------------------_..:.._---....,....-------------from page 19
seven days to spend on land?
Also, why can this transfor.mation from sea creature to
land dweller only take pl~ce
under a full moon? As the film
itself states, mermaids are a
legend and the screenplay
seems to inject too much
restrictive reality into the
plot.
Hanks, who starred in the
TV comedy Bosom Buddies,
portrays a vulnerable and
poignant Allen. Allen is searching for someone to
love-someone he feels he has
to love-yet when he finally
does meet the right woman
there are greater complications than one would find in
your typical love · story.
Hanks seems relaxed and confident as he changes from funny and sad to serious and
touching. The audience actually wants to root for him.
As Madison the Mermaid,
Hannah, who has starred in
Summer Lovers and· Blade
Runner, does more than swim

Chuck-from page 19
flute, Peter Harris on guitar
and Mangione on his
flugelhorn. Drummer Ev~rett
Silver did an impressive solo
during ''The Eleventh Commandment.' ' Nothing seems
to take an audience apart as
much as high power drum
playing and Silver achieved
just that-receiving three
separate rounds of applause
from the audience during the
song.
Mangione concluded the
two hour concert with his biggest hit, "Feels So Good,"
which got the band a standing
ovation. The audience called
the band back with an encore,
and Mangione told the audience of his nephew Freddie,
who had cerebral palsy as a
child. Mangione dedicated the
number, "Freddie's Walkin"
to his nephew. The song had a
soft, almost gospel touch,
with nice vocals by Gordon
Johnson.
Mangione is jazz-pop playing at its best, pleasing the
musician as well as the
listener. Harris, the lead
guitarist, switched off between two guitars, a Takamine
acoustic guitar and an Ibanez
George Benson No. 10.
Flutist Vadala was nearly as
popular as Mangione, qisplay:
ing an amazing versatility on
several different instruments.
After the concert, while
waiting
in
line
for
autographs,
I
asked
Mangione's stage manag~r if
he could identify a large
gourd-type instrument with a
bead on it that Vadala played
during the · show. The
manager did not know what
the instrument was, but apparently Mangione overheard
the question and answered
that it was a cabasa. Obviously, Mangione cares about hisfans .

around and look pretty. Her porting cast. John Candy is a really · a mermaid. Dody and Ann Blyth. These stories
mermaid dances, ice skates, delight as Allen's wisecrack- Goodman is Allen's hopeless- were entertaining due largely
watches TV and eats lobster, ing older brother. Every move ly incompetent secretary, to the fact that they only exshell and all. She also Candy makes, every facial Mrs. Stimler, who is so panded on a myth. We were
demonstrates obvious nym- feature, every line he speaks, absent-minded that she wears able to assume anything we
phomaniac
tendencies seems to be bubbling over her bra to work on top of her felt was necessary to add colwhenever she is around Allen. with humor and wit. He dress.
,
or and depth to the tales .
Hannah is a likeable mermaid seems to have taken all the
enriching our own fantasies.
but she does not seem demure best parts of his Second City
The main trouble with But, someho~, when Madison
or pale enough as one would Television characters and roll Splash is that we have all pours .Morton Salt into the
imagine an actual mermaid to them into one absurd banana. seen this before. Hans Chris- bathtub to turn her human
be. She seems to be more of a
tian Anderson was the first to legs into a fin and gills and
sun tanned s tu dent from
Another S.C.T.V. alumnus write a love story about a then later blows them dry
U.C.L.A. than a lonely mer- who appears is Eugene Levy mermaid pursuing her true with a hair blower, the
maid from the depths of the as Dr. Kornbluth, who con- love all the way to shore in mystery and magic about
Atlantic.
stantly mumbles and The Little Mermaid in 1838. mermaids does not seem to be
bumbles his way throughout In 1948, Universal released there.
The best thing about the entire picture trying to Mr. Peabody and the MerSplash is the excellent sup- prove to the world t.~at there maid, starring William Powell
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The~e's

plenty of fun and games planned for spring break

by .Joe Jervis
Future staff

Although the weath€r lately would not indicate it, spring break is in less than two
weeks. If you have not made
your h<?tel reservations by
now, chanc;es are you'll have a
hard time getting anywhere
close to the beaches. Th~ later
you wait, the more you pay
and .the worse the location
you get.
Spring break is the stuff of
which college memories are
made, like. how many people
you snuck into you room
without paying, or how great
looking all the bathing suited
bodies were.
By mid-March, both Ft.
Lauderdale and Daytona
Beach will be crammed with
hundreds of thousands of
vacationing college students.
They will be trying very hard
to fit an entire semester's
worth of partying into 5 or 6
days.
You say you do not know
where to go? Let's compare
Daytona Beach and Ft.
Lauderdale.
Daytona Beach tends to attract the large state universities more than Ft. Lauderdale. Most of the students on
the beach drove down
themselves and are on a tight
budget. Daytona has wide,
flat beaches ideal for cru~sing

in a car or lying on the sand
and being cruised by the
endless stream of traffic flowing by.
Big Country will give a free
concert on the beach on
March 14 at,1 p.m. R.E.M.
will perform at the same time
the. next day, and on the 22nd
Heart will go onstage at 8
p.m. Several other groups will
perform, and MTV is scheduled to broadcast some of the
shows live.
Daytona definitely draws
the rowdier crowd. It's not
. unusual for televisions to end
up in swimming pools, or for
beer bottle showers to rain
down on parking lots. Many
companies take advantage of
the captive audience and present beer guzzling contests,
or some sort of game to promote their product. If collecting promotional i terns like
hats, key rings and frisbees is
your bag, Daytona is for you.
Ft. Lauderdale is a mecca
for the more elite colleges and
universities. Most of the
vacationing students down
there come from wealthier
backrounds. They like to fly
in for the week, and rent a car.
Ft. Lauderdale has a tradition of the T-shirt trade. The
way it works is you take
several school shirts down

AIMHIGH

with you and trade for other
school shirts. The idea is to
trade up-UCF for Cornell, or
UF for Brown. Those are not
really equitable trades, but
the Northern students will
sometimes trade for a
Southern school-just as a
souvenir of Florida. One unfortunate UCF student totally blew the trades last year
and came back with a Dade
Community College shirt.
The weather is usually
about 10 degrees warmer in
Ft. Lauderdale, so the truly
tan conscious should head
there. A big drawback to Ft .
Lauderdale is the beach itself.
It's only about one third the
size of Daytona's, and it's at a
steep slant. A pleasure stroll
along the water quickly turns
into test of leg strength. ·Also,
a highway separates the
hotels from the water, so you
have to hot foot it on the
sidewalks waiting for traffic
to subside.
Mike Love, formerly of the
Beach Boys, will perform in
Ft. Lauderdale on March 20
at 1 p.m. Heart follows on the
next day at the same time.
Both beaches are replete
with motorized hot dog
stands, airplane advertisements and tacky souvenir
stores.
Ft. Lauderdale wins the

So, depending on the kind
fast food competition with a
Chinese food entry called of crowd you ..are looking for,
Takee Outee. Also, they must either beach can be great fun.
have the only eat-in Remember to pack gallons of
McDonalds in the country. sun block, and try take more
They will not let you take money than you think you
food out, because some sort of will need. Everything goes up
regulation requires you to eat in price on the beaches during
spring break.
~nside.

Games---------- from page 24
With the Central Florida
Fair approaching, one might
save some money and avoid a
bruised ego by reading Carnival Knowledge. Here are
some tips from the book that
may prove helpful:
• Skill games offer the best
chance of winning because the
result is deterI;Ilined by the
skill of the player. The prizes
are usually of a higher quality. Some good examples of
skill games are: Long Range
Shooting Gallery, High
Striker (a person swings a
hammer and tries to ring a
bell at the top of the pole with
a cylinder that travels up the
pole), Skee Ball, and Fish Up
Bottle.
•Stay away from games
that offer a prize every time.
Usually the prize is a little
plastic ring or comb that only
costs a nickel in the first
place. You pay at least 50
cents to play and your

Want more
than a des.k job?
Looking for an exciting and challenging career? Where each day is different? Many Air Force p·eople have
such a career as pilots and
navigators. Maybe you can join them.
Find out if you qualify. See an Air
Force recruiter today.
If you plan to complete your undergraduate or graduate degree
between December 1983 and December 1984, contact Sgt.
Almand,4640 S. Orange Blossom Trai l,Orlando,Fl.,33515,or call
(305)851-8593 . .
Students with two or more years remaining may c0ntact Capt.
Coyne at the .Air Force ROTC Bldg.,or call (305)275-2264

A great way of life.

'

chances of winning any more
valuable prizes are slim
because this is where most of
the dishonesty comes in.
Some examples of these types
of games are: Duck Pond, Tag
Balloon, Pitch Till You Win
and Cup J?int.

•Alibi games are usually
always rigged. An alibi game
1s defined · by Sorrows as
"when the game operator
uses an excuse such as 'sorry,
pal, you stepped over the foul
line' and avoids giving you a
prize.'' Some good examples
of games that can easily be
' alibi games are: Bushel
Basket, where you lob a softball into a tilted basket, String Game and Short Range
Shooting Gallery.

American
Red Cross

Keep up your
family's health.
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Schenk, Smith na.med ·AH·American
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

In the NCAA Division II
National Wrestling Championship last weekend, UCF's
Trent Smith (15-9) and Russ
Schenck (14-8) fought and
won the rights to be called
All-American.
Both grapplers survived
the first day of competition in
Baltimore, which narrowed
the field down to the best
eight wrestlers of each weight
class. But Schenck injured his
k11ee in the last match of .the
first day and had to settle for
an eighth place finish in the
nation. Trent Smith lost to
Boyd Goodpaster of Portland
8-3 and Rich Friberg of Northern Michigan 12-4 in the
last day of competition at
Morgan State.

Smith, who wrestled at the
142 weight class, had the
hearty task of facing the No.
4 four man in the nation Chris
Schwienfbart of Northwest
Missouri State. ''Trent went
out there like an animal, ''
Coach Pat Cucci said,
"-tot.ally agressi ve, excellent technique and he never
stopped." Smith started the
match by wrestling his man
into a barrel roll in the first 10
seconds, anq kept his man on
the mat for over a minute.
Trent never let up, he was
agressive, and that's what impressed me the most. That's
why he is an All-American,"
Cucci said. After running up a
6-3 score in the first period,
Smith won the match 9-7.
The next match for Smith
was against the fifth-ranked
man in the country, Mike
4

'

Trent Smith
Frazer of North · Dakota
Schenck faced number six
State. Smith lost to Frazer at seed Don Dodds of Humboldi
2:21 into the match by being State in his first match. This
pinned. In Smith's third · ma.tch, according to ·Cucci,
match, to determine All- was a classic case of an offenAmerican
honors,
he . sive wrestler, 'Schenck, versus
destroyed Jeff Jennings of a defensive wrestler, Dod~s.
Lowell College, 21-7.
Every time Schenck would go

into Dodds, Dodds would
retreat. "This kind of guy
(Dodds) works defense off of
your offense, he's not an offensive or aggressive type of
wrestler/' Cucci said. Down
· 4-2 going into the second
period, Schenck fell prey ·to
Dodds' high crotch ~ move.
Cucci felt that Dodds should
have been called for stalling
later in the match, and in fact
he was in later matches, but
the call came too late for
Schenk, who lost 16-5.
Later in the tournament
Schenck redeemed himself in
his wrestle-back against
Terry Schumacher of Ferris
State.· A wrestle-back is a
type of consolation match
held to determine places past
second. Schumacher came 'in
Wrestling, page 34

Still ranked . 18th

Lady K~ights stuff Moes;
await national berth
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor ·

The Lady Knights basketball team won their third conference championship in a
row, def ea ting Florida
Southern 62-61 Saturday
night in the finals of the conference tournament. Now, the
women must wait until after
this wee~end to find out
whether or not they will be invited to the NCAA Division
I I Tournament.
Last· Thursday night the
women easily defeated
Rollins, 88-57, to set up the
finale held at Florida
Southern. Southern had been
a tough foe for the Lady
Knights in their two previous
games. The Lady Moes. stopped the Lady Knights in their
tirst meeting at Southern,
60-53, and the Lady Kriights
rallied at home to win 69-63.
Each game was close all the

way, and their final meeting
was no exception. ·
After falling behind 50-49
with 6:24 left, the Lady
Knights called time-out. During the time-out the women
regained their composure,
and came out with an inspired
Dorine Van Tongeren . who
scored 8 straight points to
put UCF ba:ck into the lead
57-54. Despite pressure from
Southern, the Lady Knights
held on to their lead. With only 4 seconds left, and the
score 61-59 in favor of UCF,
Van Tongeren connected on a
free throw, a shot which proved to be the winning basket.
"We're ecstatic," sai_d
coach Joe Sanchez after the
win. "The whole team contributed to the wi!\. We had
tremendous team unit)' and
we played like champions."
Sanchez went on to say that
he was very pleased with the
play of Van Tongeren, and

Division II Women's Basketball Poll
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Record
Team
24-2
Dayton
25-1
Mount St. Mary's
26-2
Valdosta St.
25-2
Quinnipac
23-3
Army
25-2
St. Cloud
20-6
Central Missouri
21-6
Cal-Poly
23-4
Chapman
23-2
Bentley
24-3
Northwest Missouri
23-3
Northern Alabama
22-4
Radford
20-4
South Dakota
22-4
Pace
21-6
Lewis
21-4
Southeast Missouri
23-6
University of Central Florida
20-4
Springfield
18-4
Virginia Union

Votes
160
152
144
135
122
119
108
105
94
89
84
74
63
54
49
45
36

22
12
10

felt that Christine Strahl and
Lori Oldham did a fine job
coming off the bench. Oldham
canie in after Bev Knight got
into foul trouble late in the
game.
The Lady Knights started
off the game scoring on their
first six possessions, until
Southern's defense got on
track. But UCF remained patient against the 2-3 . zone
throughout the game, and
that, said Sanchez, was one of
the keys to the win. Another
big factor for the Lady
Knights, was a tough man-toman defense which held
Southern scoreless for most
of the final 3 minutes.
Van Tongeren led all
scorers with 21 points and
pulled .down 7 rebounds to
lead the Lady Knights.
Rochelle Lee ·had 12 points
and Karen Harvey had 9.
Susan Patz, who scored 31
points to lead the Lady
Knights in the semi-final
game against Rollins, was
held to only 6 points by the
Women, page .31 · Sanchez hoists the SSC trop.hy in victory.

Crew team remains in obscurity
by Thomas Duffy
Future sports

Some of the hardest working and most dedicated
athletes on the UCF campus
are going though their careers
virtu~lly ignored.
UCF has had a crew team,
men and women, for eleven
years but according to coach
Dennis Kamrad hardly
anyone has noticed.
Kamrad, who is a liberal
studies coordinator, began
the UCF club in 1973 after

rowing competitively for
Rollins College. The Trenton,
N.J., native took up rowing
after an eye injury forced him
to quit baseball. Rowing,
Kamrad said, is viewed by
many as a minor sport.
Kamrad believes not enough
people are knowledgable
about the sport to warrant interest.
"The athletic department
doesn't see a place for us. We
exist only because .the Student Government !las decided
to fund us," he said. In 1983

the crew team was given a
budget of '$23,000. The majority. of that money went to.
capital expenses, such ~as the
purchasing and maintenance
of equipment, Kamrad said.
No budget has been proposed
as yet for this year. The crew .
team does not recruit and can
offer no scholarships.
Kamrad's and his teammates' enthusiasm for his
sport is clearly evident. The
60-member team practices
Crew, page 30
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Men fall to Spartans
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

The Knights chances for a
berth in the NCAA's Division
II tournament have almost
been snuffed out, after losing
to · the University of Tampa
Spartans 53-52 in the finals of
the Sunshine State Conference Tournament. It was
an intense game for both
teams right down to the wire.
Tampa, a relatively young
team, played again without
the talents of their leading
scorer, Al Miller, who missed
most of the latter part of the
season with an injury.
Despite their age, the Spartans showed a great deal of
patience down the stretch.
With 5:39 left in the game,

the Knights had the better
The Spartans shut down
part of an 8-point advantage. UCF's most consistent
Over that period, however, . player, Dan Faison, and held
the Spartans closed the him to just 4 points. Brown
margin, and took a·51-50 lead · found himself in the unusual
with 1:08 left. UCF's Larry position of leading scorer for
Gowins hit a jump shot to put the Knights with 20 points
the Knights back in front, and from the field, hitting just
with just 38 seconds to go, over 50 percent of his shots.
Tampa called time-out. Whep. Gowins had 16 points and
play resumed, Tampa's Todd Isaac McKinnon had 12 to
Linder dashed past a sleeping complete UCF's scoring.
UCF defense for a lay-up to McKinnon was the game's
give the Spartans the lead for leading rebounder with_10.
good. UCF got one last
There is still a possibility of
chance at the win on their
next possession, but failed to the Knights receiving a bid to
get organized enough to ex- the tournament, but the
ecute a play. The Knights chances appear slim. The men
Greg Brown was forced to will be forced to play the same
take a last-chance jumper waiting game as the women.
from 25 feet that would not A decision should come by
fall.
Monday.

Dan Faison draws a crowd of Spartans as he goes up for this
jumper.

IF YOU LIKE
BANKING MADE
'EASY YOU'LL LOVE
US!!!
The Citizens Ban.k of Oviedo is
located just minutes·from the
UCF campus. We have
spacious.parking, fast drive in .
tellers and two.CITIZENS·24 HR
automated 'ellers in Oviedo
and at UCF in the ATM building.
All to make banking easy for
you.·

The crew team's day begins, for the most part, on its practice course on Lake Pickett.

two-and-a-half hours a ·day,
six days a week. According to
Kamrad rowing is comparable
to track. "You do an awful
amount of work for a short
period of time,'' he said. ''In
rowing the action is over in
seven to twenty minutes."
UCF's team is undersized

compared to the other crews
which average 6 foot, 2 inches
to 6 foot, 4 inches in height
and 190 to 2io pounds. The
women on the other teams are
also comparably bigger according to Kamrad. Height is a
big· advantage in rowing
because it provides better

YOU lire welcome at the First
Baptist Church Of Oviedo
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
WILLIAM R. MARR., D. MIN.,
PASTOR
Worship
365-3484 8:30 am, l 1:00 am. & 7:00 pm

Ev.erythi.n g you will ever need
from a Full Service Bank is
yours at ...

Col!Pge & Career· Bible SLudy
9:45 am
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leverage.
UCF is a _member of the
Florida Intercollegiate Row·ing Association. The other
schools are Florida Institute
of Technology, the No. 1 crew
among small colleges last
year, Jacksonville University,
Rollins College and the
University of Tampa.
The lack of a home course
has been a problem Kamrad
said. Presently UCF uses
Lake Maitland, which is also
the home course for Rollins.
Practices are held on Lake
Pickett in Chulota. "It's a
marvelous practice facility
but we don,'t have permission
to hold meets there,'' Kamrad
said.
The spring regatta schedule
begins March 3 at Palm
Beach, where UCF will meet a
very strong FIT crew. The
small college national championships will be held May
11-12 in Philidelphia.
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Machock begins recruiting drive
to fill holes left by graduates
deans and I'm very impressed
with what we have."
But most of all Machock
will present a challenge to the
new recruits. With UCF moving into Division I competition, it will mean a fresh start
for the Knight basketball program. This will give new
players the chance to grow
and help build this program.
In two years Coach Machock
expects to be a power to be
reckoned with. In the next
two years the nucleus of the

by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

To be successful in college
basketball, a coach has to
learn to wear: many hats.
With this season almost
behind us, except for an outside chance of receiving an atlarge berth to the Division II
Regional Tournament, Coach
Chuck Machock must now
become UCF basketball 's
head salesman. At the same
' ~time he's trying to sell UCF
~to potential Knight stars, he
~must decide which players
~ will make UCF a Division I
"We will try to get as many
Southern found themselves chasing Dorine Van Tongeren solid student-athletes as we
all night.
can," Machock said. For the
next few weeks Machock and
from page 29 his assistants wm be on the
road two out of three days a
stingy Southern defense.
area for the Lady Knights. week searching for talent.
Harvey, Van Tongeren and The NCAA will decide who They will be watching as
Patz were also named to the will play in the south region many high school and junior
all-tournament team. Van tourney after the Gulf South college games as they can
Tongeren was named as the Conference Championship find, and at the same time will
tournament's most valuable Tournament is completed. be attempting to make th~
player.
Valdosta State and the UCF impression on the star
As yet, the National Col- University of North Alabama players.
Machock and company will
legiate Athletic Association are the favorites.
herald.
the fine points of UCF.
tournament remains a gray
"We have a very strong
academic .program here at
UCF," Machock said "I've
sat in on classes and have
talked to professors and

The UCF men's baseball
game against the Minnesota
Twins originally scheduled
for March 6, at 1:30 p.m., has
been rescheduled for Sunday
at 1:30 p.m.
This presents a problem for
UCF coach Jay Bergman. In
addition to the game with the
Twins, the Knights are . also
scheduled to play Illinois
State at 3 p.m. at the UCF
Baseball Complex, so ·
Bergman has been forced to
change his game strategy.
"We'll split the squad in
order to play both games,"
said Bergman. "Early in the
season, it's important that we
give all our players a chance

Women------------
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With the Knights losing
seniors Isaac McKinnon,
Larry Gowins and Bruce Pringle, there will be some big
shoes to fill.

Knights-Twins game
changed to Sunday

~power.

~

team will be formed as well as
the character of the team.
After Machock gets the attention of the new recruits,
the next step is have them
visit the campus and decide if
UCF is the place they would
like to spend the next four
years.
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to play and develop, so changing the game with· the Twins
will actually be a blessing for
us."
The game will be the Twins
1984 spring training opener
and manager Billy Gardner's
first look at his team in action.
Tickets for the Twins-UCF
game will be available . at
Tinker Field Sunday. Adult
tickets, 16 years or older, are
$2. Tickets for senior citizens,
55 years and older, and
children under 16 are $1.
P.l ayers from both teams
will be available after the
game for autographs and
photos.
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ARNOLD ART & GRAPHICS
ARTIST SUPPLIES
Discount with college ID'

Caring for the students' needs

MAJOR BRANDS
• DRAFTING TABLES • AIRBRUSHES • ARCHES PAPER

ri:W~lftll. CRESCENT MATBOARDS • STRATHMORE • BIENFANG • GRUMBACHER • ULANO • FREDRIX
•WINSOR & NEWTON• FRAMES• EASELS• LIQUl-TEX •KOH-I-NOOR

894-6621
"SERVING ORLANDO SINCE 1946"
ACROSS THE STREET F~OM COLONIAL PLAZA

538 NORTH BUMBY
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Moving? But don't know where?

!.t

Need roommates? But don't know where to find them?
Want to save time and telepho~e calls?
Real Estate One manages one,two,and three bedroom apartments within one mile
of the University of Central Florida
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Alafaya Woods Court duplexes
Pinetree
Manor on Khayyam Avenue
.REAL ESTAlC ONE
Townhouses on Khayyam Avenue
COMMERCIAL.
INC.
Newly Renovated UCF' Townhouses
Cambridge Circle
REAL ESTATE ONE
Many other properties in Central Florida
COMMERCIAL,INC. REALTORS
Free- Roommate Referral Service for prospective renters in the UCF area!
!PROPERTY MANAGEMENT DIVISION
Whatever your housing needs, chances are we have it.
Call Jan Robison at 273-0990
No fee!!!
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Sports Briefs
The Florida Community
College Women's State
Basketball Tournament
began last night in the UCF
gym, and will continue
through Saturday.
Brevard took on MiamiDade, and Pensacola took on
Seminole. Scores for those
games were not available at
press time. The winner of
the Brevard-Miami game
will face Sante Fe at 8 p.m.
Sante Fe entered the tournament as the No. 1 team,
allowing them to draw a
first round bye. Indian
Rive.r, who also drew a bye,
will take on the winner of the
Pensacola-Seminole game at

6 p.m. on Friday, to complete the semifinal round.
Saturday will be the final
day of action for the
tourney, with an all-star
game at 6 p.m., and the
championship game at 8
p.m.

member of the marketing
staff of Florida Federal Sav·
ings and Loan Association
of St. Petersburg.
In addition to directing
UCF 's athletic promotions
and marketing efforts,
Stogner will also manage the
Sports Information Office.

Call 275-2408 for more information or stop by the
Recreational Services
Building, next to the pool, to
pick up an entry form. In·
dividuals, men and women
who are not on a team, are
encouraged to sign up at RS
101 to get on a team.

Gary Stogner, former
sports inforI11'ttion director
at the U ~i versi ty of
Alabama, has joined the
UCF athletic department as
director of promotions and
marketing.
Stogner has also had past
posts at Troy State U:riiversity, where he served as·
sports information director,
and most recently, a

•••

•••

It is intramural floor
hockey season. Team cap·
tains and individuals interested in entering the
league are required to attend
the captain's meeting on
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in RS 117.
The first referee clinic will be
on Wednesday at 4 p.m. in
RS 117.

Entries are due Wednesday for this year's Intramural All-University
Basketball Tournament.
The tournament, open to all
UCF students, faculty and
staff who are eligible for this
year's intramural season,
will be played March 19-24
in the gym.

•••

•••

The Cavaliers came from
behind and then held off a
late rally by the Derelicts to
capture the men's title in the
Intramural Soccer Touma·
ment, held last week, by a
score of 6·5. The Cavaliers
had finished runner-up to
the Derelicts in the independent division during regular
season play. .
In women's action, TriDelta sorority, the fourth
place team during the
season, swept past the first
through third place teams to
claim the women's championship. Congratulations to
all participants and especially the champions.

USFL report

Generals corral Stallions in season
opener; fight Bulls·on Sunday
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

The New Jersey Generals
opened up the 1984 season
with a 17-6 victory over the
Birmingham Stallions before
a USFL record crowd of
62,300 at Legion Field in Birmingham.

Fullback Maurice Carthon
led the Generals' scoring attack with two touchdowns,
each on 1-yard plunges. Roger
Ruzek set a Generals ' record
with a 51-yard field goal in
the first half to complete the
scoring.

Brian Sipe completed 12 of
24 passes for 175 yards. Three

of Sipe's passes went to tight·
end Sam Bowers for 66 yards
to lead the receiving corps.

could even get on the board.
Bulls quarterback Matt
Robinson threw- 15 of 26
passes for 299 yards and 2
touchdowns. The Bulls
should prove to be a formidable opponent to the
Generals . at Jacksonville's
Gator Bowl before the 70,000
or
more fans predicted to at" I'm happy with their play.
tend.
Whenever you hold a team
without a touchdown you 've
The Generals are scheduled
gotta be happy," said first
to
leave their UCF training
year head coach Walt
camp
tomorrow morning for
Michaels. " It was a typical
the
game,
and will leave for
first game. ''
their New Jersey home after
the game. The game will start
at
2:30 p.m. Originally the
Sunday, the Generals face a
game
was to have been played
tough opponent in the
USFL ' s expansion club Friday night at 8 p.m. , but
Jacksonville Bulls. Last Sun- was changed to accommodate
day the Bulls pummeled the the television broadcast. The
Washington Federals 53-14 Generals will play their home
before over 49,000 fans. opener on March 11 at Giants
against
the
Jacksonville jumped out to a Stadium
29-0 lead before the Federals Philadelphia Stars.

The stubborn New Jersey
defense kept the Stallions '
scoring to only two field
goals. Linebackers Bob
Leopold, 10 tackles, 3 assists,
and Jim LeClair, 6 tackles, 3
assists, headed the defensive
charge.
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VALUABLE COUPON • • • • •

FREE VALVOLINE GIFT PACK!
The first 100 people who bring in this coupon before 3/18/84
will receive a Free Valvoline Gift Pack worth $8.00.

VIRAGE. LAPS - $1.25 EACH

WE BUY AND SELL

ORLANDO
5901 American Wa y
(305) 351 -4132

USED COMPUTERS .
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This coupon entitles the bearer to purchase Virage laps for
$1.25 each - no limit. Must have a valid drivers license and current college 1.0. card. First time drivers must purchase a
Malibu Grand Prix photo racing license for a one time fee of
$2.50.
Coupon expires 3/18/84.
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WALK-INS WELCOME

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK
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USED COMPUTER SYNDICATE
For an offer you can't refuse,call
774-1000- or 862-7316
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Florist
Since 1952
Flowers for All Ocassions

Easter Special
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stop dwelling on athletic fee

Senate
Sports
commentary
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

I would like to take this opportunity to offer my heartiest thanks to those watchdogs of our welfare, the Sixteen th Student Senate.
Where would we be without
"Proposition UCF?"·
Unfortunately, Propo.sition
UCF is not worth the paper it
is printed on. Our illustrious
senators could have accomplished just as much by
throwing a temper tantrum
on the green-which by the
way, some did in the nowfamous "Athletic Fee Rally."
For the benefit of those
studel.lts who have not th~
slightest idea what Proposition UCF is, I have taken the
liberty of having · it here for
you in its entirety.
Resolution 16-24
WHEREAS,
Student
Government is an organization that must serve the
needs of the students; and
WHEREAS, there is a
possibility of the students
paying $30 a year for an
athletic fee-, and there is a
possibility that there wiil be
an increase in the student
health ·fee, and ·a possible increase in the Activity and
Service Fee and in tuition;
,
and
WHEREAS, the students
of this university cannot be
expected to continue to bear
the tremendus burden of
these increases; and
WHEREAS, there is a
tremendous amount of student anger and objection to
the athletic fee and other
possible increases that could
be made in student fees; and
WHEREAS,
Student
Government must voice the
student's opinions and
displeasures to the administration, Board of
Regents, and other state officials
when
these
displeasures occur; Therefore
BE it resolved by the Sixteenth Student Senate that
the following recommended
· actions be taken upon
passage of this resolution.
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amount the students should
pay should not reflect a 1 percent increase in student tuition.
2. This resolution shall recommend to the Activity and Service Fee Setting Committee
that we do not want an increase in the Activity and
Service Fee and that the fee
should remain at the present
level. Any increase would be
irresponsible, and unacceptable to Student Government.
3. This resolution shall also
recommend that there should
be no increase in the health
fee or in tuition and that alternate sources of funding
should be investigated as
students cannot.afford to pay
for such an increase.
4. A petitiop drive against
these measures shall be
started immediately following the passage of this resolution and 1,000 signatures (or
more) shall be presented to
Dr. Colbourn within three
weeks of passage of this
legislation.

Respectfully submitted 'by
the Si x t een th Student
Senate.
As you can see, the wording
of this document is rather
tricky and confusing. It is
quite difficult to find what
this resolution really means.
But, with the aid·of my trusty
Journeyman 's Jargon and
Other SG Junk Dictionary, I
will attempt to interpret the
real meaning of this resolution.
WHEREAS (an intelligent
sounding word meaning
since), Student -Government
is a frequently disorganized
group of children that must
serve the needs of themselves
(unless it would better serve
them to serve the needs of
others); and
WHEREAS, there is a
possibility _of the students not
-voting for us in the next election if we do not make a stink
about this fee hike; and
WHEREAS, we are interested in remaining in office
so we might propose more

meaningless legislat ion like
this, that give our constituents the idea that we do
provide an important service,
and
WHEREAS, we like doing
important things such as the
$460 purchase of transcripts
from the now legendary (in it s
incredible waste of . time)
"Mark Geary Impeachment
Trial. ''

Fee Setting Commit tee wants
to play with our money and
other toys, then they have to
play by our rules or we will
kick them ·out of our sandbox,
pull their hair, and tell their
mommies and daddies.
3. The underpaid staff of
Heal th Services shall remain
underpaid since we usually
just need a band-aid to fix our
boo-boos.
4. We get a bunch of people to·
WHEREAS, we someday sign a paper, and then give it
hope to gain the admiration to Dr. Colbourn-he could use
and respect of someone, a good chuckle.
anyone, on this campus;
Disrespectfully submitted
Therefore
by the Sixteenth Student
BE it resolved by the Six- Senate Comedy Club . .
teenth Student Screaming
I voted for these people_
Meemies that the following
recommendations be taken because I assumed they
upon passage of this resolu- might be doing something
substantial for the students
.tion.
of this university. I never
1. Dr. Colbourn be presented thought that UCF was openwith a plaque to thank him ing a new kind of day-care
for giving us a political foot- center. Obviously, I was
mistaken.
ball to kick around.
And the farce goes on...
2. If the Activity and Service
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Have the luck
of the Irish.
Instantly.
Introducing Cafe Irish Creme.
Smooth and satisfying, it blends coffee
with the rich flavor of Irish creme for a taste that
will bring out the Irish in everyone.

1. Dr. Colbourn reassess the
athletic fee and look for ways
to reduce the fee so it is below
the $30 amount students will
be paying for athletics. The
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The dugout scene at the St. Leo game looks to be a relaxed one.

Knights split. doubleheader
The Fighting Knights .
baseball team split a
doubleheader with St. Leo
- Wednesday, winning t he first
game easily, 7-2, and losing
the second in 10 innings, 5-4.
The match up was the
Knights' Sunshine State Conference opener.
UCF shortstop Wayne
Schulz went 3-3 at the plate,
scored 3 runs, had 1 RBI and
knocked
a solo home-run in
A different point of view--catcher Bryan Holzworth awaits
the
sixth
inning to l;ielp lift
the.pitch.
his team over the vis1tmg
Help our · The money whether I'm to be Monarchs in the first game.
Butch Vinson had three
colle~es cope · yo~·e
or not to be.
William Shakespeare
RBI's. Knights pitcher, Joe
wtth fuflatton. may ectde
Poet. Ac ror. Playw righr
0
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•
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SEMESTER IN SPAIN

· UCF will play Villanova at
the UCF Baseball Complex
Saturday at 3 p.m. and will
play twice on Sunday in split
squad games against Illinois
State and the Minnesota

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone:r beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER DR ADVANCED- Cost is about the
same as a semester in a U.S . college: $3, 189.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.

Live with a Spanish family , attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters tau,ght in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhan.ced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom . Standardized tests show our
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F~31 students' language skills superior to students
I completing two year programs in U .S.
1 Advanced courses also .
I Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all ar1 rangements .
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If you would like information on future programs give
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Santiago. won his second
·game of the year pitching a
six-hitter, with 9 strikeouts,
to bring his overall record to
2-1.
The second game did not go
as well for the Knights. With
the game tied at 4 all in the
top of the tenth inning, St.
Leo's Paul Ross came up to
bat. Ross had hit a homer in
the eighth inning to help tie
the game, and he banged a second homer to put the Monarchs -ahead for good .. Schulz
was outstanding at the plate
again for the Knights, batting
3-4 and driving in 2· runs.
The Knights' record moves
to 5-6 on the season, and St.
Leo goes to 8-3.

SPRING SEMESTER - Feb. 1 - June 1
FALL SEMESTER - Sept. 10 -Dec. 22
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED - A Program of Trinity
Christian College.
For full information -

midterB~
J./airdfgling
11648 E. Hwy. 50
Orlando, Fla. 32807

send coupon to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S . ~ . F-3
Grand Rapids, M 1cnigan 49506
{A Program of Trinity Christian College)

Monday
25¢Draft
$1.75 Pitcher 8·11

For hair you can flaunt...
anytime, anywhere, anyway.
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Special Discounts
Day&Nite

Thu.-sday

~day

All Imports S1.00

Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 9·12
D.J. & Dancing

@REDl<EN

24oz Draft
For 75¢ 8·11

Tue8day
Wedne8day

to the tournament ranked
third. Cucci said that Schenck
wrestled conservatively in
this match, and it was in this
match that Schenk sustained
the knee injury. "His intentions were out there to win
and not let thfa guy
(Schumacher) have anything
but he was conservative in
the ·moves he made. " With only seconds. remaining in the
mate~ and winning 3-2,
Schenck found himself close
to elimination with his back
close to the mat. But Schenck
held _off Schumacher's final
surge to win the match 3-2, to
become an All-American in
the 158-weight class.

10% i off with your UCF l.D.
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Directly Across from Point ,After
Open 9 to 6 Monday • Sczt.
Berman • Master Stytiat
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Hot Sandwiches

Wrestling--

Nail Sculpting,
Tips, Mending,
Silk wrapped,
and Manicures
,

Phone: 277-8015
'\

Twins. The Illinois State
game will be at home at 3
p.m., and the Twins game will
be at Tinker Field at 1:30 p.m.

* Speeial: ~appy Hour
$2.50 Pitchers 41>¢ Draft
All Imports $1.25
M·F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297

50¢ off any
Pitcher 8-11

Saturday
Happy Hour 8-11
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can give over twice the ·
fouling protection .of
other major .spark plugs.
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SUnday to Sunday
.
7:00 .~m to 11:00 pm
6210 Orange Blossom Trail ~859-6171
· 5410 Silver Star Roa<;I -298-8230
3098 Aloma Avenue- 677-5488
5687 Curry Ford Road -282-057~
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From Tradition To Truth
Hear and experience an ~x- ccitholic Priest's
walk out of darkness into the light of
, Jesus Christ.
·
-

.

''And ye shall know the truth,and the truth. shall
make you free'' ·St. John 8:32
It's not easy for anyone to come out of darkness and
into the light of Jesus Christ and His saving truths .
... even more so for a Catholic Priest who desires to
marry and continue his call to ministry and prea9h
the true word of God.
j

Reverend and Mrs. Kirkland ore particularly reaching
out to Roman Catholics and other Christians who are
under the bondage of man centered doctrines and
beliefs. Reverend Kirkland comes prepared to reveal
the inner workings and corruptions of these mancentered faiths and sh<::ue his story of what the
power of Jesus Christ and Baptism of the Holy·Spirit
can do when a Minister follows God's will.
Reverend Kirkland was born in Orlando.Florida. He
received his theological training at St. John Vianney
Seminary in Miami, St. Mary's Seminary and Pontifical
University in Baltimore, Maryland, and completed his
studies in Rome.Italy. He holds degrees in
Philosophy and Theology and an Honorary Doctorate
in Philosophy from the Metropolitan Collegiate
Institute of London. Reverend Kirkland currently
serves as the appointed State Chaplain of the
Sunland Center in Orlando serving the retarded and
handicapped. He is a member of the Adult Education
Handicapped Advisory Board for Orange County
Public Schools and on the Board of the Central
Florida Friends of the Retarded and Handic.a pped.

Rev. Michael ·o. Kirkland
(former Catholic Priest)·

University Heights
'C hurch of God

WHEN
Sunday March 4,1984
Morning Service - 11 :OOam
·open Forum - 5:30pm
Evening Service - 6:00pm

WHERE ·
University Blvd.

University Heights Church of God

t
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S.R. 50

SPONSORED BY
University Heights Church of God
Pastor L. .Joseph Moore
275-0563

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday School. . . . . . . .. , . .... . . ........ ... .. ... . .. ........ . ......... 10:00 a.m .
Morning Worship . ..... .. . . ... . ................... . .. . .......... : . .. 11 :00 a.m.
Sunday Evening . ........ . .... ·. . . ... ............ . .. . ......... . . . ..... 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening .... . . . .... . : ..... . ... . .... . .. .. . . ... . ........... 7:00 p.m.

